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I.  THE  OVERALL  ECONOMIC  SITUATION 
------------------------------: 
The  pace  of  economic  growth  in the  Community continued  to  be  relatively 
moderate in the  second  quarter and---fts  far  as  can  be  judged  at this stage-in the 
summer months also.  The trend of demand became an increasingly important factor 
in  econorm:c  expansion,  even  though  in  certm:n  countries  and  branches  physical 
obstacles still set limits to growth. 
Overall  demand again went up, but apparently the pace was once again some-
what slower.  The improvement in exports to non-member countries in the first quarter 
gave way to another phase of relative stability from May onwards.  In fact,  exports in 
the second quarter were up only about 1 % (in va1ue) on the corresponding figure for the 
previous year.  Furthermore, the tendency for the growth of g1'0ss fixed asset formation 
to  fall off became  definitely more marked, although building investment rose  strongly 
in the  second  quarter---ft  reaction  after the  stagnation  caused  by  exceptionally bad 
weather early in the year.  Finally, investment in stocks made hardly any contribution 
to  overall demand.  Against this, private consumers' expenditure---fts a result parti-
cularly of sharp wage  increases---ftgain expanded somewhat more than in the  early 
months.  In terms of volume the  growth of consumption was adversely influenced by 
rising prices, but even if this factor is taken into consideration consumption expanded 
at least as fast as in the first quarter.  In most member countries outlay by the  public 
authorities on consumption also showed quite a clear rise. 
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The slow growth of the Community's industrial output contin1ted.  The rise in 
the seasonally adjusted index of the Statistical 0/fce of the European Communities was 
about 1 % from  the  first  to  the second qum·ter, when the level of output in the second 
quarter of 1961 was passed by about 6 %·  Expansion in the services sector was pro-
bably a litt.Ze  more rapid. 
The expansion of  production in certain member countries a.nd  branches con-
tinued to be handicapped by labour shortages, but the effect of this factor seems to have 
declined somewhat here and there,  particula.rly in importa.nt bra.nches  of the capita.l 
goods  sector, where the greater amount of slack to  be taken up is attributable rather to 
more sluggish demand against a background of steadily expanding capacity. 
The total number of persons in employment again rose slowly and there was a 
further fall in unemployment.  In industry, however, the growth of numbers employed 
was relatively small,  and was moreover almost completely offset by shorter  working 
hours.  However. productivity per ma.n hour again increased somewhat more rapidly. 
Almost the entire increase in industrial production over the second quarter of 1961 is 
probably attributable to the rise in output per man hour. 
Partly under the influence of extraordinary factors,  such a.s  hea.vier buying of 
foodstuffs, imports from non-member countries were quite high.  In the second quarter 
they were by value about 8 %  above the level of the corresponding period of the previous 
year.  The trade  balance  showed  a  deficit  of a.lmost  $500  million  compared  with 
$169 million in the second qua.rter of 1961.  Nevertheless,  the ba.lance of payments, 
both on current a.ccount and overall, was probably in surplus, although distinctly less 
so  than at the same period of 1961. 
The upward pressure on prices  went on building up until July.  This was 
mainly attributa.ble,  however,  to  higher  pn~ces  for  certain  foodstuffs  owing  to  bad 
weather.  Since July there ha.ve been some downward adjustments.  Apart from this 
extra.ordinary movement,  prices of services and indnstrial products continued to  rise 
thongh they seem to have slowed down somewha.t in the case of the latter. 
The o1dlook np to  the  end of the  yea.r  suggests no important change  in these 
general economic trends.  This being so,  there are still no grmmds for  amending the 
estimates given at the  beginn·ing of the  yem·  for  1962 as a whole  (real gross  national 
prodnct + 4./)  0
0  - 5 ° 1
0 ,  1'ndustn:al  produ.ction + 5.5 %). 
A  surrey of probable de1·elopment trends in 1963-1'n the  first instance, chiefly 
the  outlook  for  the  first  half-year-indicates tha.t  the  Community's growth  rate  will 
contin1w  to  flatten  md.  To begin with the  ·weaker  e:rpa.nsion  in most non-member countries' economies-parf1'cttlarly the  [Tnited Stafe.s'-and the fact that demand from 
the  dm·eloping  countries may well  be  practically .stationary.  will probably keep any 
1·ncrease in Community e.rport.s  wHhin quite narrow limit.s.  Secondly, the growth of 
inrestment in  the  Community will aga1·n  .slow  down.  The fore.seeable  further rapid 
expan.sion of private con81tmption will probably not fully make up for  the  efject.s  on 
overall dernamd  of the con.seqtwnt  los.s  of momentum.  Finally, the growth of income 
and con.su.mption will itself not be  entirely una,fjerted by the slowdown in the  growth 
of exports and particula.rly of im•estment. 
In view of this o1dlook,  economic  policy  will have  to  come  to  grips with the 
difficult problem of preventing abm•e  all any exce.s.sit·e  falling  o,fj  in investment, and 
therefore  economic  expansion in general  while  at the  same  time  combating  trends 
towards  higher  prices which u·1:ll  probnbly contin1te  far  into 1963.  even  thongh  they 
may .spent .some of their force. 
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j A.  Demand 
During the ~econd quarter, and very likely al~o during the summer months, econo-
mic expansion in the Community rested largely upon dome~tic demand. 
Demand from abroad-a~  reflected in the actual exports of goods and services from 
the Community-has probably not expanded greatly.  This is certainly true of  commodity 
exports, which weakened in June and July after having picked up from March to May. 
When allowance iR  made for seasonal fluctuations, total exports in the second quarter are 
not likely to have exceeded those of the first.  The level of a  year earlier was exceeded 
by only  I  % (in  value), after rising 4 % in the first quarter.  In terms of volume the 
year-to-year growth rate was 2  o,;  as compared with almoRt 3 % for the first quarter. 
In interpreting these export figures it must be remembered that exports from the 
Community to Algeria declined  rapidly in the second  quarter and that,  had this not 
happened, the growth rate shown by the overall value of exports from the Community 
would haYe been around 3 % instead of the  I  % noted above.  In the first quarter too 
this factor had played a part. but it was at that time of less importance.  At any rate, 
there does not seem to have been any major change in the pace at which other exports, 
when taken together. expanded between the first and the second quarter. 
Demand from abroad clearly reflect~ the present economic situation in the world, 
which is  marked by a  weakening of investment demand.  This applies  both to  most 
industrial countries and to the developing countries.  Owing to the structure of exports 
from the Community-these consist largely of investment goods,  especially in the case 
of the  Federal  Republic  of Germany-any decline  in investment  demand  from  other 
countries has a relatively sharp effect on the Community's exports.  Trade in consumer 
goods, which is expanding fairly rapidly in most countrie~, gives exports from Community 
coun1.ries a relatively smaller boost. because in other countries capacity is great and com-
petition very keen.  As they call for less specialization than investment goods, the increase 
in costs-which has recently been appreciably more marked in the Community than for 
instance in the United States or the United Kingdom-has a relatively great effect. 
Export~ from the Community to the United Btate~ have none the less continued to 
develop favourably in the second quarter.  The fall in the year-to-year rate of growth 
from  25  % (in  value) in the first quarter to 15  ~~ in the second was largely due to the 
exceptionally brisk rise from the first to the second quarter of 19Hl. 
This development of exports  wa~ in part the result of the continued expansion 
experienced in the United States during the second  quarter of 1962.  It has, however, 
become clear that the relatively poor results attained in the United States during the first 
quarter are only to a small degree due to passing or fortuitous factors, and that the rate of 
expansion has fallen  considerably since the rapid recovery of spring 1961.  Expansion 
7 was damped not only by fixed investments rising more slowly than expected but also by 
special factors which affected the amount of stocks held by industries which process iron 
and steel; at the beginning of the year considerable stocks were piled up because of the 
threatened strike, and these are now putting a brake on the output of steel.  \Vhen allow-
ance is made for seasonal fluctuations, the gross national product nevertheless rose 1.4 % 
between the first  and the second  quarter of 1962,  and industrial production went up 
by 2  %- Provisional figures  show that industrial production may well  have increased 
by a further 1 % to 1.5 % during the third quarter. 
The year-to-year growth rate of exports from the Community to the EFTA coun-
tries has declined further, from 6 %in the first to 4 %in the second quarter (in value). 
Sales to Switzerland and Denmark in particular  vvere  unmistakably  higher  than  those 
of a  year earlier; exports to Sweden and Austria hardly increased at all,  and those to 
Portugal and Norway were much below the previous year's level.  Exports to the United 
Kingdom were at first  hesitant during the ;,;econd  quarter but rallied strongly in June, 
with the consequence that there was an overall rise in exports of 6 % in value over the 
second quarter of 1961.  A significant factor may have been that this country's general 
situation-at any rate short-term-has improved again.  Its real gross national product., 
adjusted for seasonal variations, has increased by 2 %  in the second quarter over the first. 
The corresponding increase  for  industrial production was  2.5  %- Compared with the 
second quarter of 1961, however, the advance in industrial production was only 1 %, and 
in the gross national product it was even less.  The slight recovery from the setback which 
occurred in the second half of 1961 and in  which restrictive measures had played a not unim-
portant role,  was mainly due to improvement in exports, which in the second quarter 
were 5 % (in value) above the corresponding level of the previous year.  Mention should 
be made of the increase of exports to the EEC countries which amounted to 13  %- Do-
mestic demand, however, increased more hesitantly, especially as fixed investments by 
industry appears to have declined further. 
After some degree of stabilization in the first quarter, the export8 from the Com-
munity to the developing countries again took an unfavourable turn in the second.  Their 
total value was 8 % less than a year earlier.  Though this reduction is mainly due to the 
turn taken by exports to Algeria-an adventitious factor-demand from the developing 
countries seems to have fallen  off generally.  In some  of these countries this may be 
connected with the great extension in the past few years of their capacity to produce raw 
materials and fuels  (e.g.  petroleum),  though this will  rather entail smaller imports of 
capital equipment from now on; to some extent, however, it may also be a direct or in-
direct result of the relatively low imports by the industrial countries-and not least by the 
Community--of raw materials from the developing countries.  If  these countries do not 
want to see a deterioration in their foreign exchange reserves, which had risen a little last 
year but are still extremely low,  they must be cautious in their import arrangements. 
So far the increase in development aid from the industrial countries has not altered this 
situation, because the fall in earnings caused by the reduction in volume of raw materials 
and other tropical produce exported-as well as by the weakening of prices-has probably 
8 oeen greater than the rit:W  in den'lopment aid and otlwr import:,; of capital reaching the 
developing countries.  In thi::.;  connection various capital outflows from the developing 
countries, mostly attributable to their political and economic situation::.;, ma.y have played 
a  part..  The weakening of exports from the Community in the second quarter affected 
Asia and even more Africa; here there has bt>en no rise in sales. even to the countries and 
territories associated >vith the Community.  Exports to Latin America remained steady, 
whereas deliveries to the Pacific area recovered in the :,;econd quarter. 
\Vhile  therefore demand from  abroad remained almost unchanged in the second 
quarter, clonwAtic demand and especially private eonRmnption again provided a consider-
able boost. 
The expansion of  gro::.;R fixed a::.;::.;et formation ha::.;,  however. shown some tendency to 
slow  down despite the continued .-igorous increase of public investment noted in some 
Member States; this is due to a weakening in the expansion of fixed in.-estment by firms. 
Though the year-to-year gro"\vth  rate::.;  of their outlay on inve::.;tment were still very con-
siderable, the trend now shows a lof:ls of  momentum.  The propensity to invest has declined 
generally, although the extent of the decline .-arief:l  from country to country.  (France 
::.;eerns to be least affected so far, but it must be remembered that this propenRity has never 
been as marked there as in some other countries.)  Some of the present heavy outlay on 
investment  is  moreover  clue  to  the  delivery  of investment goods  ordered  previously, 
whereas orders recei.-ecl  by the inn'stment goods industries ha,-e been showing a  clear 
tendency to decline. 
The  rea::.;on  for  the  consideraule  increase  of building  investment  in  t.l1e  f:lecond 
lJ.Uarter a;; against the first-an increase going beyond the usual seasonal expansion-is to 
be sought in the inclement weather which in the first  quarter interfered with building 
more than is usual.  In residentiaL industrial and commercial building. the real tendency 
;;eeJns to have been for the pace of expansion to ;;low down somewhat.  In Rome  member 
countries there is.  however,  still an unsatisfied demand due largely to the demand for 
housing,  which  i::.;  high in relation to building capacity, limited by shortage of labour. 
In Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands there does, however, seem to be some slowing down 
in the cyclical growth of demand.  The fact that the number of dwelling units completed 
in the Community during the second quarter was about 6 % lower than a year earlier is 
however probably mainly attributablt> to extraordinary f<tetors  such as  delayed ;;tarts, 
higher quality standards and so on. 
Investment in stocks has probably contributed but little to the trend of overall 
demand in recent months.  After purchaseB of certain raw materiab and semi-finished 
goods had recovered a  little around the turn of the year, the proce::.;sing  industries and 
trade returned to more cautious planning during the second quarter.  This is true in par-
ticular of demand for raw materials and Remi-finished goods in the basic materials and 
investment goods industries.  Moreover,  the r;hortening of delivery dateH,  eHpecially  in 
the inve;;tment goodR indu;;trie;; of Home member couutries, indicates that the total volume 
9 of goods bein processed ha::; grown le::;::;  rapidly t,han hitherto.  lt is only in <lealen;' stock::; 
of consumer goods that ma)r have been built up a little more rapidly in thiR or that mem-
lwr country-and fairly certainly in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
In contrast to demand from  bu::;ine,;::;  firmR.  the relatiyely rapid upward  moYe  of 
public expenditure has continued almost unabated in nearly allmem  her countries.  It has 
already been suggested that this is alRo true of investment expenditure in <:lome  eountrie::;. 
In addition there has been a  vigorou,; expansion of public consumption. especially aR  a 
result of salary and wage increases in the public ReiTice:'-. 
Expenclitme on private consumption. which had already been c01miderable at the 
beginning of the year. quickened in the second quarter.  However. price increaRet\  have 
hampered any real expansion of private consumption.  The rise  in household income::;, 
especially among ·wage-earners. >nls definitely more rapid than in the first quarter.  Al-
though the nse in number:-; at work was probably les::;  noteworthy. earnings in almost all 
member countrie::; showed a greater tendency to rise.  In some. ::;uch as Italy and Belgium. 
this speed-up wa::;  partly due to the ::;liding  wage scale.  In the Netherlands many col-
lective agreements postponed at the beginning of the year entered into force in May and 
June.  MoreoYer,  a  reduction of the income  and wages  t,ax  meant that there was  an 
adclitionaJ  increase in disposable incomes.  Finally,  hou,.,ehold  incomes in  the Commu-
nity as a whole haYe increased as a result of higher transfer incomes charged to the public 
hudget; in Italy for instance a Yery marked mereaRe of pensions came into force on l July. 
Vigorous expansion of p1wate consumption i,.;  clearly retlected in the trend of retail 
trade turnoYer. the value of which exceeded the leYel of a year earlier by more than 10 °0 
in several member countries.  Apart from the additional outlay on food::;tuffs clue to the 
higher prices. the rise in expenditure on consumer gooclR  affected durables and services 
more than the traditional items. purchase of which. moreoYer. suffered at times from the 
unfavomable  weather  conditions.  In the  Federal  Republic  of Germany.  France  and 
Italy over 20 % more new passenger cars were licen::;ed t,han in the second quarter of 1961. 
Expenditure on travel and holidays showed a marked increase everywhere. 
10 B.  Supply 
lnternal t>upply  nutde a further adnwce in the secoml tpuuter of HHi~.  lt is true 
that the growth of industrial production flagged  a  little. mainly because of the feebler 
expansion of exports and of in;'estment by enterpri:;;efi. hut progress in the services sector 
>vas in all likelihood once again eonsiderahle. 
Early harvest reports shmv that agrieultural production in the Community-despite 
drought in [taly and some distriets in France-wa:;; on the whole much higher than last 
)Tear.  At ;)J million metrie tons. cereals output would seem to haxe :;;et.  up a new record. 
exceeding last year's figure  by IU  0  ~·  Livestock production went on rising steadily. 
The ::;low growth of the Community's industrial production continued.  The sea::;on-
a11y  adjusted index of the :Statistical Office  of the Emopean Communities only rose  by 
about I  ~·~ from the first to the second quarter.  The year-to-year increa::;e for the second 
4.narter of about  (i  0
0  wa:;;  much the same as for  the first  quarter  (5.;'5  ~ 0 ).  ~With the 
exception oft  he Federa.l Rcpu  blic of Germany. results were generally less than satisfactory. 
e1:4pecially  in June.  In the Benelux countries there  ~was little or no cyelical rise in pro-
duction, and in the case of Luxembourg it was in fact clown  on the corre:,;ponding figure 
for l!Hi l.  In Italy growth >vas  perceptibly less than in the first quarter. 
Mining and some basic industries were once again handicapped by the weaknesl:4 of 
demand for  their products.  For example,  coal  output in the second quarter was 4 % 
down on the corresponding 1961 figure. and iron ore il 
0 ~.  The output of iron and steel 
also lagged more than ~ 
0.~ behind the previous year's figure.  In addition, the growth of 
production in most capital goods sectors except electrical engineering. lms begun to falter. 
By contrast.  chemienJs  and most consumer goods.  except certain textiles.  again 
made  substantial  progresR.  Many  consumer  durables.  especially  private  motor  cars. 
showed a particularly :,;izeable  im~rease over the year before. 
The vigorous expansion of private consumption not only gave a lift to output in 
various industrial sectors but also caused a  marked increase in services.  The wholesale 
and retail trades in particular.  and  all  sectors  whose  serviceR  directly affect  end con-
Rumption. recorded a large increase in real added yalue.  On the other hand, some trans-
port sector;.:,  for example the railways, whose activity is  largely governed by sales of m>v 
materials. showed only a moderate growth. 
The main feature of the employment and labour market was the fact that the num-
ber of persons employed in industry probably ro:,;e but slightly.  In view of the cuts in ac-
tual working time, the effects of which were plainly noticeable in the Federal Hepublic of 
Germany but also began to be felt in Franee and Italy, it is probable that the total volume 
of industrial employment in the second quarter was hardly any higher than it had been 
just this time last year.  To a  \'ery large extent. therefore, the  ()  % increase in  output 
l1 over the same period may he taken as representing a gain in productivity (per man-hour). 
This suggests that productivity has been developing very satisfactorily since the turn of 
the year unlike preceding monthR during which it suffered a distinct setback. 
In contrast with indm;try. there was a,  further big rise in the numbers employed in 
the services sector. in which an increased number of vacancies has also been noted and the 
improYement in productivity is broadly speaking less marked. 
By and large, there was  <1  continued downward trend in unemployment in those 
cotmkies in which manpower reserves are still aYailable.  This is mainly true of Belgium, 
hut also of France and Italy.  In France. however. there was hardly any increased stmin 
on the labour market, since repatriates from Algeria. the natural growth of the working 
population  and  the  prospects  of  shorter  military  serYice  are  compensating  factors. 
In Italy, which is  still suffering from widespread structural unemployment, shortages-
limited to specific  areas and trades-are still  making themselves felt.  Unemployment 
figures remained exceedingly low in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the Nether-
lands.  Relatively high numbers of school-leavers in the latter did not appreciably ease 
the situation. 
12 C.  The balance of the markets 
The Community's imports from non-member countries continued to increase at the 
higher rate already reached in the first quarter.  Customs returns showed that in general 
imports of goods were 7.5 % up in the second quarter both in volume and in value on the 
figure for the second quarter of 1961.  This was about the same year-to-year rate as had 
been recorded in the first quarter.  However, it should be noted that this growth is due 
largely to a  boom in agricultural imports  (mainly cereals)-a result of the poor  1961 
harvests in all the member countries except Italy, the effects being naturally most noti-
ceable in the last months before the new harvests.  On the other hand, imports of con-
sumer goods have risen in step with the general trend inside the Community, whereas 
imports of capital goods began to fall off and raw materials and semi-finished products 
were no more than hesitant. 
Imports from  the  United States,  mainly compnsmg agricultural  products,  raw 
materials and capital goods, followed conflicting trends according to their varying nature 
but remained higher than they had been a year previously (6 %in value, as against 7.5% 
in the first quarter).  The vigorous growth of imports from the EFTA countries continued 
and exceeded the comparable 1!)61  figure by 9 %- In this connection it is worthy of note 
that the year-to-year growth rate of  imports from the United Kingdom alone reached 13% 
in the second quarter.  However, in trade with the developing (mainly primary producers) 
countries, the Community imported 8 % more, mainly in the form of greater purchases of 
grain, than during the second quarter of 1961 though imports from these particular coun-
tries were at that time comparatively small. 
The growth of  trade between the Community countries has slowed down a little since 
the beginning of the year.  In terms of value, trade was II %up in the second quarter on 
the corresponding  1961  figure:  in the first  quarter the rise was almost  16  %- This is 
probably accounted for by the reluctance of  importers to place orders before I July, the date 
on which the 10% cut in internal duties was due.  The same phenomenon occurred at the 
time of the last tariff cuts.  At all events, the partial returns for July point to a certain 
recovery in the expansion of internal trade.  The decline in purchases of capital goods, 
which figure  prominently in the Community's internal trade, also indicates, however,  a 
certain loss of momentum due to cyclical factors.  On the other hand, trade in consumer 
durables, especially motor cars, developed appreciably.  As at the beginning of the year, 
the same applies to trade in agricultural products, with substantially increased imports 
in <)Ountries where the last harvest was poor. 
Once again, the individual member countries' balance of trade figures  with the 
Community as a whole have undergone hardly any change worth mentioning.  The Italian 
trade balance showed a  slightly higher deficit than just a year ago, whereas the balance 
for the Benelux countries improved a little. 
13 Developments  in Italy are  doubtless  related to  the  heavy increase  in internal 
demand, with imports rising faster than exports, although there was a fairly big increase 
in the latter due to plentiful supplies of fruit and vegetables.  In the case of the Benelux 
countries, the improvement in their balance of trade with other members must have been 
mainly due to a difference in growth rates that stimulated exports more than imports. 
In France and in the Federal Republic of Germany, on the other hand, the growth 
rates in trade within the Community were essentially the same for imports and exports. 
In \Vestern Germany this trend was accompanied by a  marked decline in expansion on 
both sides of the trade balance sheet: the weakening in the partner countries of the pro-
pensity to invest must have had a  comparatively powerful impact on German exports, 
which consist largely of capital goods.  On the import side there was, it is true, continued 
growth in the case of consumer goods  and agricultural products, but purchases of raw 
materials,  for  example of iron ore  and semi-finished  products,  showed  a  tendency to 
decline. 
The upward price trend steepened again a little in the second quarter, mainly due 
to extraordinary factors, such as the unusually large seasonal increase in prices of plant 
products following the poor harvests of 1961 or the cold spell during the first half of 1962. 
This was a  contributory reason for the increases-with variations from one country to 
another-in the June consumer price indices  as compared with  1962  : France  6.6  %, 
Italy 4.7  %, Federal Republic of Germany 4.0 %, the Netherlands 4.8 %, Belgium 2.9% 
and Luxembourg 1.2  %- Nevertheless, in the Benelux countries, these rates fell away 
again in July, in some cases substantially, and a fairly similar tendency would seem to have 
emerged in the other countries from August onwards.  But prices of industrial products, 
and even more of services, by no means came to a halt; in most member countries however, 
the rise has flattened out in the case of industrial products.  This was true of consumer 
goods, despite much heavier demand clue  to keen competition from abroad-with EEC 
trade also contributing-and of  investment goods because of  dwindling orders.  In general, 
reduced raw material prices had a  favourable effect on prices of finished goods.  Wage 
costs per unit of output admittedly rose again and were once more partly passed on by way 
of higher prices.  But this practice of passing on higher costs has become even more diffi-
cult than before.  In the -:Federal  Republic of Germany the growth of wage costs also 
tended to slow down-in industry at all events-because productivity again developed 
favourably whilst wages rose rather less steeply than before. 
Since imports distinctly outpaced exports, the tendency noted in the first three 
months of the year for the Community's balance of trade to deteriorate was accentuated in 
the second quarter.  The deficit was  almost  $500  million  compared with  $275 million 
in the first quarter of this year and of $169 million in the second quarter of 1961. 
The Community's surpluses on current account in the second quarter must, however, 
have again risen as  services transactions more than offset the worsening  of the trade 
balance.  In any case, there was again a heavier outflow of capital abroad-particularly 
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t5in the form of drawing::;  in the memlwr couutril':-;'  mn1 currencies through the IMF and 
advance repayment;; on public debtR. 
The overall  balauee of payment::; would ::wem  to have been once again favourable, 
although notrceably le:-;s  so than at thi::;  time a year ago.  Member countries' official gold 
and foreign exchange reserves rose by about  S 3()0  million in the second quarter, but the 
commercial bank::;'  net foreign exchange holdings dwindled considerably over the same 
period.  In July. however, as a  re;;ult of further advance debt repayments, there was a 
slight fall in official reRerves. 
The trend in the lmlance of payments resulted in a  new increa;;e in liquidity both 
for the banks and the economy at large.  In France, Belgium and the Netherlands this 
was indeed the biggest factor in developments on the money and capital markets; despite 
a.  continued and, in Rome  cases. Yery Yigorous  gro~wth of credit, and despite a  very pro-
nounced increase in notes and coins in circulation during the summer months, the money 
markets were very ea::;y  and on the capital market the tendencies for interest rates to fall 
continued or~as in the Netherlands--regained the upper hand following a certain period 
of strain.  On the other hand.  in the Federal Republic of Germany and in Italy the 
expansion of credit had generally grown ::;tronger, and trends towards tighter conditions 
predominated,  for  in these  countries the  balance  of payment::;  trend  hardly increased 
dome::;tic liquidity, whilt'lt at the ::;ame  time operation::; by the public authorities had the 
effect of reducing it.  The situation ~was abo affected by tlw rn·ospeets of bigger govern-
ment issues in vYestern Uermauy together with. iu Italy, l'ertain l'Xtraordinary political 
and psychological factors influencing developments on the capital market.  On the whole, 
rates of interest on long-term capital tended to ri;.;e  a little in hoth countries. 
ln t,he  Community as  <L  whole. the public authorit,ies' t:ash po::;itwn in the second 
quarter was once again mainly eharacterizefl by hea\'ily mcreased Government spending 
and a  slowdown~due to the general business  trend~in the rate of growth of revenue. 
Deficits accordingly increa::;ed in most of the member countries. and in the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany the cash surpluses of all public authorities were ;;mailer.  Doubtless these 
deficits (incidentally, the German federal budget Rhowed a deficit) \Vere once again mainly 
financed by running down public ca::;h  holding::;  or having recourse to short-term credit 
from the Central Bank and the rest of the banking system; in generaL however, the public 
Rector also tended to draw more heavily on the capital market. 
In mo::;t of the member countnes the monetary aut,Jwnties have counterecL mainly 
through open-market operation::;, such temporary strains as have appeared; but generally 
speaking they have refrained from pur::;uing an active policy of promoting greater liquidity. 
17 D.  Outlook 
The general economic tremh.; reflected in the above analysis are unlikely to undergo 
any important change behveen now and the end of I Hti2. 
The impact of external demand on the economic s1tuation within the EEC will 
continue to be rather slight.  It  might even be prudent to anticipate a fnrther reduction 
in the year-to-year increment of exports of goods to industrial countries outside the Com-
munity.  because economic growth in some  of them is  e\-idently tending to flag.  ThiR 
applies particularly to the United States. where from Jammry to July there was practically 
no increase in orders received by the manufacturing industrie:-.;.  Furthermore, the June 
business survey of investment expansion programmes fin· the next twelve months shows a 
drop of l2 % as compared with the March surYey.  However. the June figures in general 
probably felt the psychological backwash of the break in the stock market at the end of 
May.  Orders for  durable goods, which dropped 4 ° 0  in .June, went up by 5  ~~ in July. 
In addition, the trend in construction seems to be fairly satisfactory.  But the general 
impression remains that the upturn in American production has somewhat slowed down 
agam. 
In the United Kingdom the new upward trend may well continue for the time being 
mainly on account of the buoyancy of exports to the Community.  However, as invest-
ment is not developing favourably. growth will probably remain rather hesitant, or at any 
rate  hardly likely to induce  any lasting new  stimulus for  Community exports to the 
United Kingdom. 
There is little prospect that the foreseeably sluggish general trend in exports to the 
industrial countries will be offset  by a  corresponding spurt in exports to the rest of the 
world (notably the developing countries). the more so as exports to the franc area-par-
ticularly Algeria-might continue to be  held back.  The reasons for the comparatively 
lmv purchasing by primary producer countries have already been discussed in the survey 
of the latest developments. 
As regards the probable future trend in internal demand, the previously mentioned 
decline in private industry's propensity to invest-which has not yet had a very marked 
effect on actual capital expenditure in most inember countries-will probably become more 
pronounced.  This can be inferred not only from the state of order books, but also from 
the trend in imports of capital goods for some time past.  It is doubtful whether greater 
demand in the building sector, where the labour shortage is still one of the most important 
limiting factors, can offset this weakening of growth. 
Private consumption will  presumably maintain a  fast growth rate.  There may, 
however, be a slight loss of impetus as wage increases are likely to be definitely smaller in 
the Netherlands, and in Germany slightly smaller, than they were in the first half  year. Nevertheless, the real growth rate of prin,te consumption may he quicker. since consumer 
pri<:>eR  Rhonld  riRe  much leRs  Rteepl,v than hithPrto. 
Overall production in the Community will therefore probably expand at practically 
the same rate as before.  so  the <:>yclical  increase shoulcl  remain slight.  As  there was a 
temporary cyclical speed-up during the closing months of 1  !HH.  the year-to-year growth 
rate of industrial production will lose pace somewhat : it may be ahout 4.5 %in the fourth 
quarter.  In the services sector. howeYer.  relatively rapid expansion will persist. 
The cyclical growth of imports will  probably slacken smnewhat, chiefly  because 
agricultural imports whi<:>h han' been high up to nmY. ·will tend to fall.  Also. there seems 
to he no reason why imports of raw materials and semi-manufactures should reviYe  to 
any great extent.  Lastly. there will be a slower growth rate for imports of capital goods 
too.  It iR  only imports of industrial consumer goods that are likely to show any con-
siderable  increase.  On  the  whole.  howeYer.  taken  in  conjunction  with  the  predicted 
slight growth of exports, imports should maintain sufficient pressure to make the balance 
of trade continue to deteriorate as compared with the corresponding period of l !Hi l. 
Prices are likely to rise substantially more slowly than in the first half of Hlfi2. 
mainly because the upward trend in <:>ertain food prices recorded during the Rpring is now 
being reversed. 
On the whole, the present outlook and developments to date confirm t.he forecasts 
for 1962 as a whole given in the first quarterly survey for the year.  The increase in real 
gross national product in the Community may in fact reach  4.5  % - 5  %.  Industrial 
output should abo pretty \Veil  achieve the growth rate of 5.5 % indicated as probable in 
the surwy of the first quarter.  As  for the appropriation of national income, the grmvth 
of domestic  cxpemliture-particula,rly private consumption-is likely to be more than 
expected.  whcrea:-::  the  inPrf1aRe  of exportR  to  non-member  countries will  probably fall 
Hhort of eRtimateH. 
Ro far as any growth projections for 1963 (i.e. mainly the first half year) can be made 
at this Rtage. they indicate that progress within the Community will he maintained, though 
its pace may once more slacken. 
The main reason will  in all probability be slower expansion of internal demand. 
The inhibiting effect of this  iR  unlikely to be even partly offset by any more vigorous 
growth of exports t.o  non-member countries.  It is to be feared that the tapering-off of 
economic growth in  a number of industrial countries of the West will continue.  In par-
ticular, this will be true of the United States, where there will most probably be a greater 
fall in the demand for investment, whose effects may partly cancel out the improvement 
in the remaining components of demand------Bspecially  Government expenditure.  In any 
case economic growth will  be appreciably slower than had been hoped-even if the in-
centives now being discussed, in particular the tax cut from  I January 1963, are actually 
19 injected into the economy.  As  the,v seem to lJe  conceiYed.  these can hardly affect the 
economic t-rend  in  the first  half of 1963  and cannot altogether remove the  uncertaint~' 
obtaining with respect to the cleyelopment of the situation tmvanls the end of Hlfi3. 
Similarly. economic growth in the United Kingdom. which has been livelier recently 
but is  still quite weak. will not piC'k  up Yery greatly during the first six months of 1963. 
The continuing expansion of private consumption resulting from slightly higher employ-
ment and some modest wage increases. together ·with an increase in public capital expen-
diture and perhap;; also a  replenishment of stockR. will doubtleRs stimulate growth.  On 
t.he other hand. we can hardly count on such a quick renval ofinduo;trial fixed investment. 
Moreovel'.  deRpite the fairly favourable  R:.des  prospects in tlw sterling area. the upward 
movement of exports may be retarded by the effects of the slowing-down of economic 
expansion in other industrial countries. notably in the Community. 
Consequently. it cannot be  assumed that the Community's exports to industrial 
countries will be stimulated very much by the economic situation in thoRe countries.  The 
outlook is no brighter for purchases by the developing countries: on the  contrar~'· some 
degree of stagnation must be expected.  True. these  countrie~<' track halance has so far 
perceptibly improved in  196:2 owing to lower imports. but as  stated pre\'iou:;;;ly. this does 
not necessarily mean a corresponding improvement in their foreign exchange poRition. 
Apart from these external factors. the effectR on exports of the trend of costs within 
the Community will make themselves felt more sharply than before.  On the other hand. 
the slower growth of domeRtiC'  demand in a  number of industries will provide an extra 
inducement to export and the possibility of switching supplies for the purpose.  On the 
whole, it is only possible to hope for a  ver~' Rlight inereaRe in the Gommunit~'·N exports to 
non-member eountrieR. 
The tendency for the growth of internal demand to slacken pace may persist in the 
first six months of 1963.  ThitS will particularly apply to capital expenditure by industry-
partly for cyclical reasons. because the investment boom haR  brought about a very con-
siderable increase in capacity; partly because expected profit~< will not be high enough in 
view of the rise in costs and the fact that prices cannot be increased correspondingly; 
partly because funds available for self-financing have become relatively scarce, and partly 
because (mainly in small- and medium-sized enterprises) it will he difficult. to finance more 
from outside sources-particularly as the conditions on capital markets are not in all cases 
:;;;uch  as will enable enterpriRes to finance inveRtment  by increaRed borrowing. 
The influence of all these factors will,  of course,  probably vary from country to 
country within the Community.  For instance, M1e  year-to-year growth rate of net gross 
fixed asset formation by industry in the first half of I \Hl3  will be lower in the Benelux 
countries and Germany than the year before; in Italy the rate may, though falling.  still 
he Rignificant.  In France it should drop only Rlightl~'· 
20 As for investment in building, the growth of demand for industrial and commercial 
buildings must be expected to slow clown in some member countries.  Demand for housing 
ought to remain high.  The owrall picture is that growth will to an increasing extent be 
held back h:v limit,ations on productive factors rather than by the trend in demand. 
There may also  be some diminution in the expansion of private consumption in 
several member countries, in particular because employment is increasing at a rather re-
duced pace at the moment and wage increases-mainly in the Federal ]Republic of Ger-
many and possihly also the Net,lwrlands-are likely to be more moderate than in the first 
half of the year. 
Public consumption and inYestment ex1enditure should be a factor making for the 
expansion of overall demand and according to initial budget forecaRts are likely to go up 
considerably in some member countries. 
~Where the elasticity of demand is  more  or less  restricted, there should be  some 
improvement, mainly due to further gains in productivit~T.  The strain 011  the labour mar-
ket may relax somewhat. though labour shortages will not disappear altogether. 
Under these conditions regarding demand and production factors, industrial pro-
duction will again rise, though rather slowly.  At the same time, imports are likely to con-
tinue to grow, though probably a  good deal less  rapidl~T than during the corresponding 
period of 1962. 
During the first six months of 1963 the general price level should again be higher 
than in the corresponding period a year ago.  To some extent this is a  statistical conse-
quence of price increases in 1962,  but higher costs per unit of output in some member 
countries will  also  persist into  19H3.  In addition. were it only because of the trend of 
costs in the last two years.  the authorities will  adjust prices  and  chaJrges.  On many 
markets demand will be high enough for  higher costs to he passed on to some extent. 
Nevertheless,  there should be  an improvement of the price situation in some  member 
countries in 1963.  In the first place, there are hardly likely to be any such increases in 
food  prices as  occurred from time to time in 1962; there may t>ven  be some downward 
adjustment,  provided the weather does  not  again hamper  product,ion.  Secondly,  the 
decline in the growth of demand will have a  moderating effect on the movement of in-
dustrial prices, particularly as  wage costs per unit of output in some member countries 
may well go up less than in 1961-62 as a result of the slower wage increases and the higher 
productivity mentioned previously.  Lastly, foreign competition plainly militates against 
price increases within the Community. though rising prices are still a problem. 
This outlook sets the economic policy makers a highly complicated task.  On the 
one hand they must endeavour to halt the rise in prices; on the other, they must watch 
that economic growth does not slow down too much, and in particular that the develop-
ment of internal demand always haR  Rufficient impetus to more than offset any recessive 
21 tendencies, coming from outside the Community. that may make t.hemseh'es felt in the 
conrf'e of or towardR the end of l flfi3. 
Besides being one of the direct economic policy aimR of the Treaty-like the main-
tenance of price stability-the maintenance of a steady and adequate growth rate is alRo 
called for on grounds of balance of payments and monetary policy.  To these must be 
added political considerations. such as the adverse effects on the economic situation of the 
developing countries of a too leisurely pace of growth or even a recession in the inclm;trial-
ized countries. 
In these circumstances it will  hardly he possible in the final  months of 1962,  or 
indeed in Hl63,  to apply global measures to curb demand in order to combat the rising 
price trends already existing or anticipated to varying extents in the different Member 
States.  ThiR  is all the more so since in some countries these tendencies are the delayed 
effects of an earlier situation of surplus demand, rather than the reflection of the existing 
or prospective ratio of demand to ~mpply. 
Only in public spending is it advisable in some member countries to set limits to 
further expenditure, particularly in cases where the disbursements involved directly or 
indirectly stimulate demand in the field of consumption or of building investment.  Such 
a  policy is now to be applied, notably by the Federal Republic of Germany.  In other 
Community countries.  however,  the short-term prospect suggests.  if anything, that to 
curb Government spending would be inadvisable. 
On the other hand, during the coming economic phase measures which slow clown 
overall demand and affect the development of investments by enterprises could seriously 
endanger growth.  This might come about precisely in a world economic situation calling 
for continued and lively expansion in Europe. 
In fact it has been confirmed that the propensity of enterpriseR to invest is again 
flagging in all member countries, even though to differing extents.  The present trend of 
investment expenditure points clearly in the direction of a standstill in its growth.  ThiR 
tendency ought not to be reinforced by economic policy measures.  It  will have a moderat-
ing effect  on prices  and  wages  without  any  such  encouragement.  To  strengthen  it 
would be to court the danger of letting the recessive growth tendencies get out of hand. 
"\Vhat  is more, of course. such measures put a brake not only on growth invPstmPnt hLt 
also  on rationalizatioll investment, ·which  is  particularly impm taut in  offsetting higher 
wage costs-incidentall,v. with great advantage to price stabihzation too. 
In some countries-in the Netherlands and Belgium-a time is  foreseeable when 
existing restraints on investment will  have to be lifted or special incentives reinforced. 
In the other member countries, it is true, there is  still no sign  of any need for economic 
policy measures to stimulate investment, but here too, any measures which might make it, 
more  difficult  (such  as raising interest rates)  should be  avoided.  Aboye  all it will  be 
22 necessary to persevere with a  monetary and credit policy which reduees possible strains 
on the financial markets to a minimum. 
Rising price trends  can  and  should  be  more  effectively  countered  by  measures 
affecting supply than through any policy of curbing investment. or more generally restrict-
ing demand.  In this respect much can in fact still be done.  "T e are here thinking of the 
possibility, repeatedly discussed by the Commission, of anticipated customs reductions 
vis-a-vis the EEC partner countries and (where the common tariff allows) vis-a-vis non-
member  countries,  such  aR  were  introduced  by  Italy  in  August.  Other  possibilities 
are  reinforced  measures  of competition policy.  where  there  is  reason  to  suspect that 
prices are being artificially kept up by restrictions on competition, or intensified voca-
tional training and re-training.  In addition. reductions in  consumer taxes-the latter 
particularly on certain tropical products-might possibly be introduced in some member 
countries and would at the same time have the effect of attracting more imports from 
the primary producer countries concerned. 
Resolute action to keep the value of money stable w1ll  also prove rewarding in the 
matter of important farm prices.  The common agricultural policy should result in lower 
grain prices in part of the Community and therefore in lower foods  costs.  It is  to be 
hoped that similar action will  also be taken with regard to the common grain price, so 
that member countries with relatively low prices for this commodity may not be obliged 
to raise their food prices appreciably. 
Finally, the State's own price policy should take into account the current overall 
requirements in this field.  It  is evident that certain ''adjustments" in prices and tariffs 
for services by the State and public enterprises, such as are at present being introduced or 
mooted in some member countries, are necessary in themselves as a  mean of avoiding 
overmuch subsidizing and in some  cases  enabling public  corporations to finance  their 
investments.  But in this connection timing is all-important.  ~When costs generally are 
still rising, such increases in prices and tariffs directly or indirectly aggravate the upward 
pressure on prices.  But as the expansion of overall demand is plainly slowing down, they 
may also have certain adverse effects on economic growth, in that they add to firms' costs 
and therefore the pressure on profits and on resources for self-financing and so on the pro-
pensity to invest.  The  "adjustment~/' referred to may therefore have similar effects, as 
in the case of the increased costs per unit of output caused by wage rises. greatly in excess 
of any concurrent gain in productivity. over a fairly long period.  For such reasons they 
should be limited to what is absolutely unavoidable. 
As regards the actual wage  trend and the problemtl  of price and growth policy 
arising from it, there is little to add to what was said on the matter in the previous quar-
terly survey.  It is  true that. as pointed out there, these problems differ considerably 
from one member country to another; moreover, the significance of these problems seems 
to be waning in parts of the Community because-as has been repeatedly pointed out-the 
pace of growth of labour costs per unit of production is probably tending to slow down. 
However, no stabilization of these costs is yet in sight. 
23 In these circmm;t.ances it is by no means inappropriate to advocate the co-ordination 
of wages and general economic policies, the more t:>O  as strains on the labour market can be 
expected to ease somewhat, on the one hand because of Blower expansion of demand and a 
certain Rpeed-up in the growth of productivity. and on the other hand in some countries 
because of the natural increase in the working population.  This should clear the way for a 
policy of keeping wage movements within bounds compatible both with price stability and 
the desired economic grO\vth.  To this end, wage policy should perhaps be a  little less 
backward-looking than heretofore, and primarily governed by future possibilities.  Due 
heed will have to be given in this respect to the fact that the economy's growth rate hat:> 
appreciably flagged. 
Given the will to work together and the respect of decisions jointly arrived at. it it:> 
evident that such a  '·forward-looking" policy can be considerably facilitated by drawing 
up sufficiently detailed economic budgets and discus!'ling them with both sides of industry. 
24 II. THE SITUATION  IN EACH 
OF THE COMMUNITY  COUNTRIES A.  Federal  Republic  of Germany 
E.rpans·ion  has conh·nued in  the second quarter and. so  far  a.s  can  he  seen  at 
this sta.ge.  in  the S1tmmer  months.  Demand from  abroad. howerer.  has not JHOI'?:ded 
any part-ictllar  stim1dus.  Primte  im·estment expend-ihtre  has  con6mted to  shozc  a 
notable  increase. though not a.t the same pace as in  the first q·uarter.  P11bhc  demand 
has e:rpmulerl n:goro1Jsly.  Primte cons11mption  ha.s  mo1mtPrl  considnahly. '!chich  is 
P8JH!Cially  rf'IIP  to  the  fm'sk  II}Jif'({)'r{ mOI'P/IlP/It  of 1/'{frJeS. 
lJespite sharp strm:ns  on  the  l,rrhour  market.  prod·uction  rmd emplopment hare 
hoth  risen  again.  In  the  secmul quarter  inrlustrio/ ]Jrodurf1'on  excePded  by rrmghly 
;j 0 •0  that of the corresponrh'ng period of the prPuiolt8 year.  Imports also hare 11101111terl 
strongly: the  derline  in  8'11/']iluses  on  current ncro·unt  contimterl. 
The 11 Jnmrd prire trend at first ron lin 11erf:  this was mainly rl'lle  to shortages of 
sonw agricult:ura1 prorhtcts Oll'ing to u•eather cond-itions bnt also to manufarf1trers ;xrss-
iny at least some of the higher 1mge rosts on to  the  Jmrchasrr. 
The mdlook until the end of the year and for  the first half of 1963 seems on the 
whole to  indicate contintted expansion.  There  is likely to  be  a slight ttpward move-
ment in exports.  The increase 1'n equipment inrestment ·zoillslow dou•n a little again. 
as bu8iness firms seem to  be cattt1:ou8  in their new im·estment projects.  Demand for 
b·uil.ding hmcerer exceeds product-ion  capa.city by fa1'.  so that for the h'me being there 1:8 
no end in s-ight to the strain on the building marl,·et.  Pubhc consmnption will continue 
to increa.se n:goro?lsly.  whererts e.rpansion of prh·ate cons·ltrii]J#on  may weaken a l-ittle. 
Production i.s  hkely to n:se  f1t.rther.  Imports ?Dill c.ontinue to  increa.se. though 
at an appreciable .slower ra.te.  The npu)ard trend nf prices is likely to wea.l.:en. 
The real ON  P  will probrr.bly  increa.se  by about  .J  0/0  in 1962.  The present 
ontlook~especially for  exports, inrestments in  trade  and i·ndu.stry,  and possibilities 
of an increa.se in  employment~suggests tha.t  the e.rpnnsion rate for  1963 will prm•e  a. 
little lmcer. 
27 1.  Recent developments 
The trend of exports of goodR and RerviceR  roKe  onl.v Rlightly in the second quarter. 
Foreign trade Rtatistics show· that the value of goodR exported >YaR  3 °  0  above that of tlw 
corresponding period of the previou;; yt>ar  and thus the same as in the firRt  quarter.  ln 
July/August. howe,·er. t,hc~· were J.i'i% above the previous :vear.  EarningR from RerviceR 
--eRpecially the tourist trade-were higher than a  )'ear ago. 
The ri:-;e  in internal t>xpenditure haR  so far fallen off only a little.  HoweYer. sonw 
slowdown is to be noted in the development of fixed  inYestments, as the expansion of 
investment in equipment has recentl.Y lost much of itR  Yigour.  Though in general they 
were still quite high, the rates of expansion of domestic RaleR  in the repreRcntative capital 
goods industries clearl~· aeclined from the first to the second quarter.  Building, however. 
which in the early monthR of the year had heen affectecl  h)· unfavourable weather. mane 
a Rtrong recovery. 
Investment in RtockR  har~ not on the whole provided much fresh stimulus in recent 
months.  Ne,·ertheleRs  the  rundown of stocks  b~· tlw  procesRing  inclnstrief'  and  trade 
Reems  to have abated in f'onw  important procluets.  especially steel.  Pithead stocks of 
hard coal and coke fell hack in June to the relativel)·low leYel ofmid-l958,largely beeauRe 
of reduced production and the exceptionally cold weather in the first half of the year. 
The boom in consumer expenrlitnre caused the retail trade further t.o  increaRe it.s  Rtoeks. 
Expenditure on priYate consumption has indeed continued to expand and even 
gained momentum.  In t.he second quarter the Yalue of retail trade turnover was la 
01~ 
and it.s volume 8% higher than a year earlier; in the period July/August t.he figures were 
7 % and 3 %.  Here, accidental factors slightly inflatefl the figures for the Rerond quarter. 
and depressed them for .July/August. 
This expansion of private consumption 1s  largely due to the marked increa:"e  in 
disposable household income, less heing laid aside for saYings  (the savings rate declined 
Blightly).  In the second quarter hourly wages under collective agreementR were 8.6 \, up 
on the preYious year. or almost as much as in the first  fllwrter.  NeYertheless the lW\V 
agreements  concluded  seem  to  indicate  a,  slowing  down  of wage  mcreaReR.  EffeetiYe 
earningR again roRe faRter than thoRe uncler collective agreement:-;. 
8i11ee  tran:-;ft'l'  inemlWK  han' also  1-i..;;en  apptet'iably. it  i"  likely  that~~-taking into 
account the ri:-:e  in Pmployn>.t::·ut  nnd thP Khorteni1lg of workmg J.mu·K-mas:-: ineomP::;  lutvt> 
risen about. ll 0 
0  onr the second quartt>r of 1  ~Hi l. as compared with  I 0 °  ,,  in the pre  vi ouR 
quarter of the present )'ear. 
Owing largely to the continued reduction of working hours under collect.ive agree-
ments, the labour market is still under considerahle strain. although the number of  employed 
has risen further. eRpecially as a ref"ult of more Yigorous recruiting of foreign labour.  At 
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29the end of Augu;;t the number of unemployed reached a new low at ~:~ 000 (or alJout 0.4 °, 0 
of all persons in paid employment).  The number of vacancies registered was fully seven 
times this figure. 
Industrial }Jl'Oduction \H'nt ahead a little more quickly tlJ<w  hitherto.  The year-
to-year growth rate. i.e. the increase over production in the corresponding period of the 
previous year. rose from 1.7 °0  in the firt-<t  quarter to 5.2  ~~in the second: but it must be 
remembered that the extraordinarily unfayourable weather conditions at the beginning 
of the year put a  brake on expansion.  In July the growth rate was 4.1  °  0 .  It would 
seem that the maturing of many of the investment,; begun in the boom period has im-
proved the resilience of production despite the the t-<hortage of labour.  o,-erall expansion 
would h<n-e  been even more Yigorous in recent montlu;;  were it not that in some capital 
goods  indm;trie,;.  in  contrast  to  all  other important  brc"tnche;;  of industry.  production 
declined. 
Agricultural  production  continued  to  move  forward  des}Jite  the  unfa.-ourable 
weather conditions during the early months of tlw ,VE'ar.  The harvest as a whole is likely 
to he better than that of last year.  Animal products June also shown a further inerease. 
[mports of goocb and Hervices  have agam expander! eomiclembly.  Aeeording to 
foreign trade statistics the value of goodH  imported waH  l U 
0
'0  aboYe that recorded in the 
corresponding period of the previous year. and in term;;  of volume the inerease was  as 
much as  12  ~ 0 .  In JulyJAugnr-;t last year's figme;;  \Yere exeeeded hy nearly 1± "'o·  Agri-
cultural products and industrial finished  goods  agaiJJ  topped the  list  of imports whilst 
imports of raw materials were again below the level of the previous year.  Expenditure 
on services abroad rose considerably. especially in eon1wction with tonrism. 
Despite the continuing growth of prochwtion  ttlld  a  high level of imports, prices 
continued to rise-not least because of a further increase in lahour costs.  However, the 
upward trend became less marked.  This waB fir,;t refteeted in the cost of living index in 
August.  In t.lmt month the index of <'onsumer prices waH  by then only 2.!)  ~·~ above the 
corresponding  l !WJ  f1gme  beean:-;e  of a  decline in food  price:-;  whereas the year-to-year 
increase had been -!.3  °  0  for July. 
The relatively slight. m<:rease in ex}Jorts and tlw eontinuiug vigorous rise in Imports 
led to a further deterioration in the balauce on current account.  Including the growing 
deficit 011 unrequited payments, the balance 011 current account  (1)  in the second quarter 
showed a  deficit on DM 200  million as compared with  DM 150  million in the previous 
quarter and a  surplui'\ of almof't DM 900  million in the second quarter of 1961.  In the 
(1)  The  balance  on eurrent a('..:ouut and the trade balance have not be.en  adju,;ted  by the auwuut 
1·esulting from the inclusion in fmeign trade Rtati;.;tie,.;  of goods hel(l in bond  (JRt  quarter 1962 : 111\f 
411  milli<>ll; 2nd qnartm· 1962:  J):\1  [jJ million). 
:H ::ll'.CoiHl qunrter the trade balance :-dwwe(l a ,.;urp]u:-; of DM H-H)  million at' ag<tim:t DM L 700 
million in t,lll' emTe,.;pmHiing pcriofl of the lH'C'\'ion,.;  year. 
The tut,al gold and fmeigncmTcnc.\' resern',.; oHlw Lankmg ~"'Y;;tem (Bunde,.; bank and 
other bank:-') fell b.Y I>M  3GO  million in the seconclqum-ter. an improvement in the central 
foreign exchange re::;enes by Dl\1  7i0 million being more than off,.;et by a.  deterioration of 
the other banks· foreign exchange position by DM 1 UW million. 
The deterioration in t,he banb  · fort'ign t'xchange po:-;ition i,.;  mainly due to a,  heayy 
l'epatriation of foreign balance:;; prompted by the sln·inking margin of domestic liquidity. 
Not only did the inthwnce of the altt>red  balanct' of payment:-; po::;ition make itself felt. 
hut the ca:::h  tran:-;action:'i  of the central authontie:::  tended mainly to contract internal 
money circula.tion--although much le,.;s  so than m the tir::.;t  quarter because the ::-:harp rise 
in public expemhturP \YaR in general at:companied by a :--lowdown in the upward moYement 
of ren.'lme.  The cash situation of tlH'  Federal GoYernment cletenorat.ecl  appreciabl~' in 
the secoml quarter. as compared with both the preYious  quarter and the preYiou:;;  year. 
[n order to met·t ih cash re(1nirement8.  therefore,  the Federal R,epublic  ist:'uecl.  at the 
begmning of  Jnl~'- it~ firi'it loan for Rome time on the capital market (DM -!00 million). 
Credit expanded a  little more vigorously in the ,.;econcl  quarter.  .!\lore  medium-
and long-term adYanceR were ma.de to t.rade aml industry. largely because of a decline in 
the internal financing nhility of firms owing to nanower profit margins. 
:!.  Outlook 
Though on the \Vhok the trend of order:-;  fi·om  abroad was rather >Yeak--in the 
:oeeomlquarter they remained :oomewhat below current deliveries and also failed to reach 
the leYel of the corresponding period in the IJI'CYiou,.; year-it i:-:  nevertheles::~ pot'sible that 
exports may moYe  npwarcb somewhat more rapidly in the coming months of l9u::!.  As 
ability to cleli>-er is increa::;ing in certain branches and in a number of the same branclw:o: 
domestic demand is  slackening. firms  are likely to concentrate more on exportR  again; 
,.;ome foreign order books a.re st1ll Yery >vell fillell.  It  1s abo possible that the tariff reduc-
tions put into effect by the Uommunity and the l'SA towards the middle of the year may 
provide some stimulus.  :Finally, export business is likely to benefit increasingly from the 
provision of ca.pital for development aid, >Yhich  has not yet produced the expected effect 
on deliYeriet4  to the developing countriet'. 
1Jome::-:t1e  demand will continue to eXJ>aml  Yigoron::-:ly  in the coming months. but 
t.l1e  gap between nominal  ovemll demand  and rPal  overall supply will narrow further. 
Especially there i::-:  likely to be a rene>ved decline in the growth of groc;s fixed invel:ltments. 
Though the high level of llomec;tic orderl:l for capital goods, which have accumulated during 
the investment boom of reeent years.  ensure::~ a  fin-ther  exJmnsion of equipment invest-
ment, firms an· 1wvert.hek~" displaying a  <·aut.ious  attitude in tlwir new investment pro-
32 gramme:-;.  Ln  mt>clmnical engineering. for in:-;taucc.  domestic orclt>rs  received during the 
:-wcond  quarter were  10  °<0  below the preYious year's leYel and 1:?  ':a  below current deliv-
eries.  Apart  from  other factors.  such  a:-;  less confident expectations of export buHinesR 
and keener foreign a;;  well a;;  domet~tic competition following an iucrea;.;e in supply capac-
ities, rising wage costs and the resultant contraction of profit margins seem to be exerting 
a  damping influence  on the investment 1n·oject,;  of firms.  InYestment for  purposes of 
rationalization is however, rising vigorously.  Whibt the IFO 1mrvey of investment pro-
jects suggested that. as compared with previous years, at the beginning of this year tlw 
emphasis was more on the expansion of capacity. the late:-;t inquiries show that rationa-
lization has again come to tht> fore m<  a reason for in\-estment. 
Despitt>  an only relati  \·ely ·weak cleyelopment in the \-olume of building for which 
permits  were  i,;sued.  huilclmg  im-estment  will  continue  to  expand  Yigorously,  mainly 
because of a heayy backlog to lw cleared off.  In the tseeund quarter permits for indtmtrial 
and commercial buildings Htill exceeded the preYiouH year's Jeye] by two per cent. in terms 
of space enclosed. but this may to a  large extent be clue  to the fact that in May many 
permit8 were issued for hmldings which fall under the building :-;top which came into effect 
in June.  In housing. the building permits is:-;ued in the second quarter, in terms of space 
enclosed. were a little clown on the figure for a year earlier, but the backlog in this sector is 
particularly large.  There has heen a slight increase in permits issued for public buildings. 
Finally. investment in transport infm::;tmcture is likely to expand again  appreciabl~r. 
While the re;;istance of employers to t,rade union wage demands is hardening, t,here 
will ;.;till be a substantial increase in wages and salaries, though it may be a little less rapid 
than hitherto.  In consequence. the Ji,-ely expansion of expenditure on private con:-;ump-
tion is also lokely to continue. 
The upward trend in indu;.;trial production will prouably be  maintained, e;.;peClally 
in certain branches, tsuch  a;.;  the t~teel industry, where the order po;.;ition has recovered to 
tsome  extent from  the restraining effect  of the stock cycle  last  year.  The  production 
growth rate in the motor industry may also quicken a little as additional capacity becomets 
available and new modelH  are introduced.  Generally speaking, the pace of productivity 
increase could become faster again in thotse branches in which the investments of recent 
years are now maturing and in which the order position is favourable. 
The growth rate of imports. on the other hand, will probably decline towards the 
end of the year, especially sinee there is likely to be a fall-off in the expansion of agricul-
tural imports which, in the farming year 1961-6:?, waR  particularly heavy because of the 
Yery poor harvest in that year and because importers had anticipated the introduction of 
the first EEC agricultural regulations. 
Despite the exces;; demand whieh :-;till  exi;.;t;.;  on the whole aucl  detspite the rise in 
labour costs per unit of output, which i8 certain to continue for a while, the upward trend 
of price:-;  may weaken further ill  tho l'Oilling  rnontlv.;.  In  tlw first place the gap between 
:33 :>UIJ}Jly  and demand is  narrowmg ap}Jreciably in a mm1 ber of ,.;ector:>.  and :-.econclly  wage 
co::-;t,.;.  as ·we have said. are rising less rapid]~·.  A recent poll carried out m the EEC eoml-
trieR "bow::; that lmt'ines::;  cirde::<  are expectmg a  le::-;:o;  markt'<l upward trend in price::<  than 
even at the hegmning of the year.  Lastly. further eonectin' ndju::-;tments of prices should 
take place for some agricultural prorlu<-t~. 
Development::;  sinee  the  beginning of the  year  and the  oudook for  the  coming 
mouths, as sketched ahon·. do not warrant any material change in the foreca::<t  contained 
in Report No.  1-1962 for the \Yhole  year.  The real UNP may therefore be expected to 
increase by a.hout  J  0
0  and industrial production by the same pereentage.  Gross fixed 
a::<set  investment  and  private  consumption  may 1neren"e  hy  about  i5  °  0  expressed  in 
constant prices.  The rise of public c-onsumption will be lJartlcularly vigorous this year. 
On the other hand •nth the volume of  e~\jJOl't<' growing only at roughly the same rate as 
the GNP. and imports ri::<ing  v1gorou~ly. the contnhutwn fi·um  abroad will  he notably 
::<mailer.  Against this on the whole  :o;ati~fadory de,-elol!lEEnt muRt he set the fact that in 
Hl62 the dome,.tic price lE·Yel  will  have risen more than in the 1n·eyionR yean.;. 
t'o far a~ next year·~  tn'JHL~ can be forccat-t. at.  thi~ ~ta.ge. the relatiYely slow rate of 
expan~ion can he expected to ('(_'ntmue--at any rate for the first half of Hl63.  The impetus 
proviclPcl in the ::;econcl half of HH)2 hy domestic demand--especially printte consumption 
and public demand---will certamly still l1e  effectiye.  Building investment will also go on 
expanding vigorously. the real rate of growth in tlw  fir~t half of the year being possibly 
greater than in l tlu:? proYiclecl •wa.ther condition::< are 11ormal. 
The deYelo:pment  uf foreign demand aml of vri.-ate in  vestment by finn,;  rem<tin::; 
a faet.or  likely. however. to eurb expansiou.  On the whole it i,.;  unlikely that the growth 
rate of exports will  be appreeiably higher than in HlU2.  in view of the relatively poorer 
competitive position of German industry and especially if the eeonomie trend in some 
impm tant lm~'er countries were to be quieter than hitherto. 
It  i::; true that the ri:-:e in domest.ic demand from ultimate u::;er<',  the seYere ::;horta.ge 
of labour-it i::;  hardly likely that in view of the shortening of working hours, which can 
he expected to continue. the volume of employment will inerease in 1963-and higher 
cof(tR  provide  further  incentivet;  to  capital  invcRtment,  hut it  is  not  certain whether 
lmtlinebtllllell  will  he  willing much longer tu aeeept. the need for  more outside financing. 
already imposed by t;}uinking  profit margm::-;,  especially when the t.erms  and  condition~ 
for such financing are not partieularly favourable. 
The outlook beiug what Jt  i::-;.  general measure::;  of eredit or fi::-;cal  policy to damp 
clown demand arc not aclvi,.;able even were the priee level to continue it~ upward movement 
for a while in 196~-a mowment whieh i::-;  largely due to the after-effects (at pre<:~ent more 
especially in the form of riRing  costs) of m-er-strained boom c;onditions in previous years. 
The memmre~ referred to above eould hardly l~<we any effeet on this except--if they  wen~ 
~tri11gent enough--at the co:-:t. of a  tTet·:-.::-;ion.  Uu the eunt,rary J"l>t;t.rictivc  mm1sure:,; might. in the long run accentuate price rises because they would necessarily affect productive 
investments.  As it is, the investment boom which without doubt has been overheated 
at times has given way to weakening trends which, if they were to become more pro-
nounced, might one day give rise to certain problems. 
On the view that demand should expand to the point of working the capital goods 
industries to capacity-which would be in the interests of higher productivity-everything 
possible would therefore be done to make the financing of capital expenditure by firms 
more difficult.  This means that a  suitable credit and interest policy is  required.  In 
addition, further efforts must be made to halt rising wage costs per unit of production by 
exercising moderation in direct and indirect wage increases.  It  seems obvious that such 
action would have a favourable effect on prices-not least in the markets of goods and 
services for private consumption. 
It  is obvious, however, that, the outlook for prices and business conditions being what 
it is, an even stronger expansionary policy in the field of public finance is undesirable :the 
Federal Government intends to hold the growth of public expenditure under the estimated 
1963 growth rate of the GNP in terms of value.  Here, restriction should be concentrated 
on those expenditure items which influence building, where there will still be a considerable 
excess of demand in 1963.  Here it is  a  question not so  much of public building as of 
direct and indirect subsidies to housing. 
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B.  France 
Economic expansion continued in the spring and certainly also in the summer 
months.  True, it ceased to  be stimulated by overall foreign  demand, since outlets in 
the  franc  area  dwindled considembly,  but internal demand maintained its vigorous 
upward trend.  Investment showed  further expansion.  It was in private consump-
tion, that growth seems to have been particularly large. as the rising level of wages and 
employment led  to  a substantial increase in mass incomes. 
Agricultuml production was not pa,rticularly favoured by the weather,  but in-
dustrial production, on the other hand, again rose appreciably, being 7.4% up on the 
second quarter of 1961.  ~More recourse was had to  imports to  sttpplement domestic 
supply.  Prices  continued  to  rise.  The  general  let•el  of  consumer  prices  rose  by 
1.5% between JY!arch and July, when it reached a figure over 6% higher than a year 
earlier. 
The balance of payments continued to  show 'eery high surpluses.  In the  first 
seven  months  of  the  year  net official  foreign  exchange  reserves  improved  by about 
$386 million although in the same period foreign  debts  were discharged to  a total of 
about $580 million, mostly adrance repa,yment. 
The relatively favourable economic trend is likely to continue for the rest of 1962 
and into 1963, with internal demand still the  main factor  in expansion.  While the 
outlook for  exports cannot be  thought particularly favourable  owing to  the still unset-
tled situation in Algeria and uncertainties over growth prospects in some non-member 
countries, there are adequate incentives  for  a continued expansion of investment and 
particularly for  a further  powerful expansion of private consumption.  It is highly 
improbable that there  will be  any need  in the  near future  for  measures  to  stimulate 
demand.  Looking  further  ahead,  the  integration  of repatriates  from  Algeria may, 
of course, set new problems of economic policy.  But at the moment the  most urgent 
problem seems  to  be  to  stabilize prices,  and here  a national incomes  policy, as  fore-
shadowed by the September review of wages  (the "rendez-vous de septembre"), could go 
a long way towards a solution. SUPPLY AND USE OF R,ESOURCES  GOODS AND SERVICES
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for the precerling year1.  Recent developments 
Foreign demand for  good"  and ,;ervlCes.  which had :-;till  been  expanding at the 
beginning of the yeaL failed  to provide any further st.imulm;  to the growth of overall 
demand in the second quarter, and, if seasonal ~'arintions are discounted, exports of goods 
even fell  off slightly.  According to foreign  trade statistics they were  O.I  % below the 
I 96I figure in the second quarter. after showing a year-to-year growth rate of 6 .I %  in the 
first.  In July, too. exports were no higher than a year earlier. 
The reasou for this lay in  a further hetw)- decline in sales. not only in Algeria but 
also in many other countries and territories in the franc area. representing a total fall on 
the previou::; ,vear of I5 °  ~ in \'alue in the first quarter and 30 % in the towcond.  Further-
more  exports to  countries outside the franc  area expanded rather more  slowly in the 
:-;pring months. the growth rate falling from  lJ % in the first quarter to barely I0.3 % in 
the second.  True, exports to the other EEC countrie:-:;  continued to rise at nearly their 
previou:;; rate, but export" to other industrialized \\'estern European countries showed a 
somewhat more hesitant trend and exports to the United States seem to have suffered a 
temporary setback. 
Exports of ,;ervices were definitely higher than in the second quarter of 1 96I. 
Economic  activity  was  ag<1>11J  Yigorously  stimulated  by internal  demand.  The 
growth of  fixeclmyestment by enterprises seems to have slowed down less than had generally 
been feared at the beginning of the year on account of the growing pressure on profit 
margins.  At. any rate, the INSEE survey at the beginning of  June showed that. the figures 
forecast  for  private industry in  I962  as  a  whole  could  be  put slightly higher.  Since 
investment by State enterprises in building and equipment and direct investment by the 
State also continued to expand. and housing benefited from improved weather conditions 
in the second quarter, total fixed investment probably reached a le,-el appreciably higher 
than that of a year earlier. 
Investment in stocks does not seem to have reached a very high level.  In view of 
the Rupply ,;ituation on world marketR, there waR  little incentive for industry to increa:-:;e 
Rtocks  of raw materials.  Though the volume of goorb in proeess must have gone up as 
output expanded. according to an I~SEE  survey of trade and industry, stocks of  finished 
goodR  declined.  In agrieulture, the trPncl  in  stocks was probably mainly cleterminerl  by 
sea:-:;ona.I factors. 
Expenditure on private consumption clearly inereased a,t  a  somewhat faster rate. 
~Wage and salary disbursement went up con:-:;iderably. due to fresh pay rises and a slightly 
higher  employment  level.  MoreoYer,  transfer  incomes  grew  more  rapidly  as  variouH 
social benefits were raised and, in particular, as the system of financial aid to repatriate:-; 
from  Algeria eamc into operatio11.  lj'urthennore  part of tht' funds  brought  back fronl 
39 ~.\.lgeria, helped to ::;well  c·oll:-,umptiou.  Finally. it iti  poRsible that less of di:-q>ntiahle  hou;;c-
hold income went into :--aying,;  in the sprmg month;;;.  At any rate. the net amount of 
lictnicl  and i'ihnrt-term RaYing,;  (time and saYings clepoRits.  Treasury hills)  in the second 
quarter was only half as much as a )Tear earlier. 
ARm the first quarter. the increa,;e in eon;.;umption \Vas  mainly in commmer dura-
hies. particularly motor carR  and certain houfieholcl appliances.  But sales of textiles and  J 
footwear, too. made a distinct recoyery.  ~ 
Public  consumption.  particularly  expenditure  on  wage:-;  and  :-;alaries,  continued  J 
definitely upward.  ' 
\Yhereas 011 the market,; for indu:--trial products supply was ela.:-;tie  enough to meet 
demamL the tightness on agricultural markets was dearly aggra  vatecl.  Agricultural pro-
clul'tion. which had already been held up by the (·old <'pring.  was further handicapped by 
the clr.\·  summcT.  ( 'ertnm fruit and yegetable crops  were  rather poor in quantity and 
quality;  the  procludiun of meat.  milk  and dairy  product<'  was  affected by the fodder 
shortage. 
Industrial production m general further expandeclm the second quarter. reaching a 
figure 7  ..i 0 
0  higher than a year earlier.  The fad that. according to the seasonally adjusted 
.IN~EE index. the increase of l 
0 
0  on the preceding quarter was only half the incren,;e 
recorded bet.,wen the htst quarter of l£161  and the first quarter of this year is clue to the 
Yery  Rteep  t-rend in output in the twtumn and winter of l9U I. when the new motor car 
models were int.rochwed.  On balance there has been no real decline of the growth trend 
in industry since the beginning ofthe year.  Only in textiles and certa,in domestic applian-
ces  and investment goods wac;  there a  slight slow-down.  .In  almost every other sector. 
particularly  motor  car:-;  and  chemicals.  expansion  continued  briskly.  A  distinct  im-
rn·o,-ement wa,; recorded in metal production a.nd  fir:-;t-stage  fabrication.  In general the 
production trend followed  clo:-;ely  the placing of order:-;.  The position regarding order 
books and delivery dates remained practically mwhanged. 
Aceordmg to information supplied by employers, the labour shortagP in industry 
as a  whole again grew slightly more severe between March and June, despite a  large in-
erease in furcign labour employed.  The proportion of undertakings where htbour short.age,; 
render the expansion of production either difficult or impossible went up from  31  % to 
:3:1  ~. 0 .  After a hesitant trend in the first quarter. a distinct increase was recorded in the 
number of vacancies.  True, the number of perf-:ons seeking employment also increased in 
the Rummer months owing to the growing numlwr of  :-;chool-leavers and of persons returning 
from Algeria. but present labour reserves do not ;.;eem  in all cases to meet the need from 
the point of Yiew of age. Rkills  or geographical distribution.  Metal production and fabri-
cation and the building :-;ector are particuln,rly hard hit. by thi,; imbalance> between :-;npply 
aud demand in labour. 
4:0 llll]>OI't:-:  of good:-:  a11d  ~-:en'Iec~-:  mack a  ~-:omcwhat. greater conkibution  i.o  tlw ill-
erea:-:e in total supply than in the early months.  At an~· rate foreign trade statistics t-~how 
that. if seasonal Yariations are discounted. there was again a more marked rise in imports 
of goods (1 ). whieh in the second quarter ·were up on the previous ~·ear by some 7 % to S 
0 
0 
in terms of Yolume.  In  ,Jul~· the growth rate even climbed to about Hi 
0 ~ to  17 °  0 .  In 
particular.  more foodstuffs  and manufactured consumer  good;.~ were  imported. 'd1e1·eas 
imports of inYeRtment goods slowed clown somewhat.  The Yolun~e of raw material:-:  im-
ported waR  again le;.;R  than a year earlier. 
Expenditure  on  se1Tices  also  rose.  because  of increased transfer;.;  of inYestment 
income and an increaserl ontla~- on foreign tra  n'l. 
The price rise continued.  \Vhere foorlstuffs in particular were concerned. producers 
an<l  rlistrihutors raised prices  considcrahl.Y.  ;.;o  that prices to the eomnnner were  2.4 °  0 
higher than in  March and flJi 
0 
0  higher than in Jnly  HHil.  Market conditions for  in-
duRtrial products also made it possible to pass on to the commmer part of the continuing 
increase in wage costs per unit of out1mt.  Rince the upward tendency in prices for ;.;erviee;.; 
also continued. the general leYel of con;.;umer prices went up by l..'i 
0 
;,  between March and 
July 196:2.  reaching in the latter month a figure  H.3  % higher than a  ~Tear earlier.  Simi-
lad~-. building costs also continued to riRe and were 4. !1  °  0  up on the Recond quarter of l flli l. 
Falling exports. ri;.;ing  importR and more or less unchanged terms of trade meant 
that the deterioration of the balance of trade, after coming to a halt in the first quarter. 
continued in the spring months.  This only applies to trade with the franc area. howeyer. 
eonsiderable surpluses being again recorded with countries outside the area.  The on·rall 
balance of payments. too. showed a heavy surplus.  The gold and foreign exchange resen-es 
of the Banque de France and the Exchange Stabilization Fund went up hy $393 million. 
despite the fad that in the first seyen months of the year foreign debt;.; were repaid. mostly 
in advance. to a  total  of about  S  580 million.  In this period the net foreign exchange 
position of the monetary authorities improved h~· about S  38()  million.  By contrast. tlw 
net foreign exchange position of the commereial l)anks has deteriorated.  h~· about  S 100 
million since the beginning of the year. 
The net inflow of foreign exchange and the repatriation offundR from the franc area 
increased liquidity on the money and capital markets.  Furthermore the Treasury's cash 
position again ;.~hawed a deficit. following a surplus in the first quarter.  From the begin-
ning of May the strain on the market, which had temporarily made itself felt by a  steep 
rise in call money rates, was rapidly eliminated.  There was a  fresh  and substantial in-
crease in the flow of credit to trade and industry, although at a somewhat slower rate than 
a year earlier.  Also. less demands were made on the capital market than in the second 
(1)  Both here and for the balance of trade, which is discussed below, certain itemR carriecl over from 
1961 and adde<l for purely statiRtical rcaRonR have been omit.tccl from the .January import figures. 
41 fjuarter of Hln I hut thi:-;  wa~ Rim ply lwcmtRe of tlw Parlier timing of ('Prtain iRRne:-;  madP hy 
savings inRtitutions and public hodieR.  lndw.;tr~- again raiRed more capital on the market 
than in the preYiouR  ~'Par. 
:Z.  Outlook 
The general economic situation iR  not expected to change substantially in the last 
months ofthe year.  The trend in demand, production an(l employment will. on the whole. 
.  . 
rem  am expansiYe. 
Foreign demand. however, is  likely to provide YPry  little stimulus.  EYen if the 
situation in Algeria soon becomes more settled, it is not yery likely that exports to that 
country will make a firm recovery before the end of the year.  It  is to he feared that even 
in the longer term the market for French products has shrunk in Algeria as in many other 
countries and territories in the franc area.  The further expansion of exportR to conntrie:-; 
outside the area is hampered by some elementR of uncertainty. in particular the economic 
outlook in the United Rtates and some EFTA conntrieR.  Rales  to other EEC member 
countries are likely to riRe  further, but as regards exports in general busines::;  eircles are 
taking a more pessimistic view.  The EEC business suryey shows that orders from abroad 
are coming in more slowly, and it is thought that order bookR are leRs ·well filled than a few 
months ago. 
Internal demand, on the other hand, should maintain its strong upward trend. 
Extensive capital projects are under way in private industry and in the public sector.  In 
addition the agricultural sector ·will  probably show a great.er propensity to inwRt. farm 
incomes having been higher than last year, thanks to bigger RaleR  at higher prices.  The 
influx of repatriates from Algeria is providing an added stimulus and entailing higher 
expenditure in the housing sector.  Public housing schemes have already been expanded 
and 15 000 of the 50 000 additional dwellings planned Rhould  l1e  under conRtrnction hy 
the end of the year. 
Private consumption will be powerfully stimulated hy the continued expanRion of 
income.  Further wage increases are likely in hoth the private and public sectorR.  since 
the recent. rise in the cost.  of Jiving and the strong position of the worker on the labour 
market will  make it easier.  from  both the psychological and  practical angle,  for  trade 
unions to press wage claimR.  An additional ::;timulus  to priYate consumption will prob-
ably come from the increase in transfer income, particularl:v pa,vmentR to repatriate" from 
Algeria. 
vVith these prospects of  development in demand. industrial production will doubtless 
show a further rise.  The labour shortage may >vell,  how·eyer. Rtill constitute a bottleneck 
at least for some time.  True the post-war population bulge is now finding its way on to 
the labour market and the shortening of the period of military sen'ice will also gradually 
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makf' itself ff'lt.;  on the othn hand. net immigration of AlgeriallR. which provi<krl a Ia hour 
fi>ree  of on~r :~:~ 000 in  UHH. wi II  probably fall off.  Morcon•r. returning ~French citizen;.: 
will not rapidly enter productive employment hc(·<mRe.  ;.:o  far at lea,.;t.  the_\'  lack occnpa-
tional and geographical mohilit_\·. 
Dome;.:tic  supply  will  again  be  heavily  supplemented  by  importR.  If harye;.:tR 
come up to expectations les;.:  foodstuffR  'viii have to he  imported.  but import~ of ~emi­
finished and finished industrial products will  proba  hly contimw to increaRe. 
The results of the first  Rix  mont.hs and the 1n·ospects ontline<l ahovc suggest. that 
the gross national product. in real terms for the whole .\·ear of l ~62 will t<how an increase over 
Hl6l of 5 %. which was the forecast nutde at the .heginnmg of the year in Quarterly 1-\ur-
vey  ~o.  l-196:.?.  Though the growth  rate  for  exports  of goodR  and serviceR  mu;.:t  be 
expected to be much lower  hecau~e of the unfavourable market condition;.:  in  the franc 
area, there Rhould be a.  somewhat greater increaRe in private consumption than was fnrP-
cast in the spring. thankR to a faRter growth of household incom<>. 
So far at< it is possible to make forecasts for  I !-lfi:3.  <t  continuation of general economic 
expansion is indicated, at any rate for t.he early months of the .\Tear.  True. the prospects 
for further progresR of French exports at<  a whole arc'  not thought to he ver.v <>ncouraging. 
but there should st1ll  be enough internal stimulus to ;.:well  the aggregate demand.  As 
regards fixed investment, though indw-;trial concerns may not at present ha\'e an~· special 
incentive to lay out capital in order to expand capacity. they may ~well feel  more strong!_\' 
urged to rationalize in order to cut costs and maintain their competitive position.  Public 
undertakingR will  in  an~' eYellt  continue to increase their expenditure on  building and 
equipment under exi;.:ting programmes.  In the housing sector. the additional demand for 
dwellings for repatriates from Algeria will have it;.:  full impact. in  1!16:~.  A steC'p  increa;.:C' 
in direct public investment can also he counted on.  A,.:  regards public consumption al;.:o. 
the preliminary hudget proposals for l !)(j~ indicate that there wiJI  he a.  further increaRe in 
expenditure.  Last. but not least, private consumption will show a further increa;.:e. ;.:im·e 
t.he expansion of income seems destined to continue.  Hence. all the necessary conditions 
are present for a fresh growth in  output and employment. 
Consequently there will in all probability he no need to resort to special economic 
measures to boost overall demand in the coming months and on into  l 96:1.  The aim 
should rather be to maintain a pattern of demand which is most beneficial to the econom~'· 
thus ensuring a  balanced expansion.  Hence the desired integration of repatriates from 
Algeria into economic life can probably only be brought about by stepping up investment 
and this consideration should outweigh any propensity of the public or private sectors to 
increase their consumption at the expense of the margin available for expansion.  Partic-
ular  importance  will  haye  to be attached to this in approving additional government. 
expenditure.  At the moment, however. the estimated  additional expenditure does not 
appear to exceed the anticipated increase in revenue arising from  economic growth and 
higher prieeR.  so t.hat. prohahly the finance bill for  l !1!tl \Vill  again assume only t.hf'  usual 
43 deficit of NF 7 000 mi llimL  But there i;; no ;;aying that expenditure will not exceed ex  1  >eel a-
tions if assumptions pron' incorrect as to the number;; of persons returning from Algeria 
tions if assumption~ pron· incorrect as to the number" of per,;ons returning from Algeria 
and the difficulty of placing them in  prmlnctive employment.  The need to spread the 
burden could, it is true. he met by higher taxation. but in the present circumstances thil' 
would only be judiciou:-;. from the economic angle. in so far as it affected houRehold income 
and did not. as a coRt  factor. increase the pressure on profit margins or push up prices. 
In any case.  the trend of profit margins alreacl.v  requires the special vigilance of 
those directing economic policy.  In industry.  wage costs per unit of output haTe,  for 
some time now. been rising faster than prices.  If  thiR  trend continues. 1t  could threaten 
the propensity of busine;;smen to invest. espec·iall,v if  the~· are unable to tap outside sour-
ces of capital arising from increaRed ;;avings.  A solution might lie in the national income;; 
policy under consideration. ;;inc(,  of courRe  no continuation. still  less  acceleration. of the 
price rise is desirable.  It is the  ref  ore to be hopecl that the "renclez-Yous de septembre" 
will  achieve some positive result. thanks to the sense of responRihilit~- ancl  eo-operative 
spirit of all parties. 
Thiil is  all the more important lwcamw otherwiRe the price rise will cettainly con-
tinue.  'While there are signs that food  prices are now Rteadying, the situation as regard;; 
indnRtrial products has latdy deterioraterl.  More ;;ignificant cuts in customs duties and 
fresh efforts to make domestic competition keener hy Rhortening and modernizing diRtri-
hution would be effectiYe methods of stahilizing prices. 
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C.  Italy 
The  ll'eakening  of  econom·ic  yrou;th  continued  in  the  opring.  thouyh  los8e8  of 
prod·uctiou  Clf.lt.sed  by stn"kes al8o  played a  fJart  in this.  lrhereas foreign demand for 
goods and 8ercice8 adnmcerl at a rather slou·er rate and the det•elopment of inL·estment 
lacked ass,ura nee.  it ICOHlrl  seem  that primte consumption once agr1in  afforded a defi-
m"te  st?>nmlus  to  expansio11.  Wages ngain rose shar1Jly. 
Jlainly becatt8e  of  the  strikes.  the  seasonally adjusted  ft'gw·eo  for  industrial 
pro(Z.uction  rose  tho'ngh  only very little.  They uxre neL·ertheless  still alrnost 10  ~ 0  up 
in the  second quarter on  the  corresponding figure  for  1961: the  year-to-year increase 
for  the  fin;t  qvarter had been 12 %-
There  was  a.yaiu  a  lllw·l,·ed 'lljJ'U'arrl  price trend in the  seconrl  q-uarter.  mainly 
due  to  a further rise in food  prices.  in June wholesale  prices rose  by 3.3 °  0 and the 
inde.r of ronsmner wires by 4. 7 % as compared with the  year before.  in accordance 
with the sliding u;age scale. cost-oj-li1•·ing allowances  1cere  raised ·t•ery 8·ubstm1.fl:1tlly on 
7 JJ  ay and on  7 Aug118t.  In  t•iew  of  the  fact  tha.t  h11n·est  prospects  h(we  recently 
become considerably less promising. d w01dd not. perhaps. be reasonable to  predict that 
the  ·upward pressure un  prices w·ill  ease  of}  t01vards  the  end  of the  year. 
Despite the  U81W1  seaso;wl im  prot•ement in the balance of c-nrrent  tra n8crctions 
(on a cash basis), official gold  and foreign  e;J_·change  reser1•es  were  f'urther  run down 
m  the  second quarter,  to  the  tnne  of  840 million. uy certain capital ontflows.  Bnt 
withont the extmordinary payments made in July, they 1Dould hcwe risen again appre-
cia.bly. 
The current !:!lou·  expa.ns·ionnry trend shoHld  contin·ue  until the  end of 196:2; 
huweuer.  mainly because of the  rapid gmn•th 1·n  the last quarter of 1961. there  is likely 
to  be nn increase fm·  the  1vhole year of about (j % ·in gross nnh"onal pmrlnct at constant 
prices and of 9 °  0  ·in ind,u.str·ial out]nd in 1.96:2. 
The outlook for next year remain!:! e.rJJa.ns·ionary.  Besides co·ntinut:ng 8·npport 
from private consumpt·ion and foreign  dema nrl.  e:rpan8ion shuuld get a powe1ful boost 
from  public inrestment.  .Against this background pri  mte incestment might well pick 
'llJI aga.in.  nlfhough for  the  time uei·ng  the  propensity to  i'lll'eSt seems to  be  falling of}. 
This  calls  inter  alia  for  a  flexible  credit  and  financial  policy . .si!U'e  self-financing 
maryins nre  getting someu·hat  t1:ghter.  F'nrther  measurps  lo  jacildnte  imports may, 
like the supplementa,ry tnr·if} cut just implemented. help to  keep pn"ces 8leady. 
4:5 1.  Recent developments 
Fore1gn demand for good,; Httd :-;en-itt'" taken a:::  a whole continued to expand in t,lw 
:::eeund  quartt>r uf l!Hi:.?.  But thi::: trend. ·which had howen•r been exceptionally Yigorous 
towardR the end of last year. :-;ef'm:::  to haYe again ,;lowed down Romewhat.  AdmiHt>clly. 
· cm:tmm: ret.urn><  :::how  that. in terms of Yalue the year-to-year growth rate::;  for exports of 
goods rot4e  from 15. !l  '' 0  in the tin.:t  quarter to  lt1.3 °  ~ in the seconcl.  At the same time. 
howeYE'r.  export:-; of servicE's seem to han· rise11  more sluwl_v- deRpite the continued brisk 
cxpam:ion of touri:-;t rect>ipt,;. 
l£x lJOl'tt->  of 1111 pmtant, capital gomb  progn·"st>d  at a  fa:::ter  rate.  But high and 
rising growth rate:-;  \\·ere abo rec·orded fm export:o: of textile,.; and clothing.  By eoutrast. 
the growth of expmt:-; of fooclt.:tuffs.  metal product:::,  transport equipment and also agri-
cultural  product:::  declitwd.  Exports  of tran:::pmt  e<.tuipment  >Yen•  probahl.v- howeyer, 
affected lJy the rPluctanee of pmchasers in EE(' eountrie" to plaee order::-:  before the I 0 °  ~ 
cut. in internal eu,;tom,.; dutie::: which eame into force on I  Jul.v-. 
The "mall spurt m export:-; uf guud:-; noted m the ,.;econd quarter wa:-; :::olely accounted 
for by sale:-<  in the den·loping eountrie:-;.  It contra:-<tecl  with a  f;light slowing down in the 
growth of export:-; to the major ~roups of C'Ountries. including for the first time for many 
month:-;. the other ( !ommunit.\' C'mmtrie,.;. 
Dome:-;t.ic  demand al:::o  continued to grow.  ThiR  \\a:-;  true for  fixed  investment. 
although its general expam.:ionary trenrl t.:eems  at the moment to haYe suffered a  distinct 
lo:::s  of momentum.  From the fir::::t  to the secoml 4.narter the year-to-year growth rate of 
machinery production declined. partly. howe.-eJ'.  a:::  a result of exceptional factors.  There 
was alRo  a slowing down in t.lw corresponding output of transport equipment.  The devel-
opment of external trade in plant and equipment does not ,.;eem to have offf'et this loss of 
pace in the expan:::ion  of production.  At all event:-;,  revenue from the turnover tax on 
domestic sales of :::omP main inn·stment goods. wa". hy the second quarter, no more than 
13 %higher than the year before. aR  again::.:t  l~ ',' 0  iu the first quarter. 
The  progre::.:s  of  cou::.:tnll'tiou  inve:::tment.  di,.;regarding  seasonal  and  accidental 
fadors. also ::::eems to have heen rather hesitant in the seeoncl quarter.  True, the number 
of completed dwelling:::  unit::::  was only 10 °"  down on the eorrP,.polHling  l Hlil  figure::::,  aR 
against  13  °,0  in the tir:-;t  quarter: moreover. tilE'  quantitative i ncrea:-;e  in new industrial 
and commercial buildings may well have reached OIJ('P  again the Ie,Tel  of a  year ago,  a::: 
eompared with a  7.3 % drop in t.he year-to-year rc:-;ult  for the first quarter; lastly, pro-
duction growth in the cement indu:::try, which was nnming at an annual rate of 7 %  in the 
first quarter, rm;e to almot't  I  ~l  ·~u·  But it, :-;]wuld  l1e  home in mind that buildi11g aetivity 
waR  considerably hampered  by the weather 111  tl1P  Jirst quarter of  L!JU2,  whibt the yetLr 
previou:::ly dry warm eonclitiou::: had enabled an early :-;tart to be made.  The underlying 
trend in the spring of  I  !)ti~  waR t.l1erefore  Ulllj ut>,;l ic mabl,v Jes:-;  favourable than the eom-
J!al'180il  of :tllllllal  rate:-;  \\cJtdd  :-;ugge.-:1  at  lir:-;t.  ,.;ight.  (~rowth  r:rt.n:-;  for  hollH'  :-;ale:::  of 
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47lmilding materials and for the pmdn('tion nf KtPel  building ,,]onwnts C\'t"n  regi,.:tcrf'rl a pro-
llOUIWf'd  fall.  Public  \H)!'b,  excluding  hnn"ing.  whieh  df'RpitP  the  had  ,,-f'atlwr.  st1li 
>'hnwed a;) o;J  imiJI'OYement in the fin;t quarter on the eumparable lfHil figure. plumnwted 
in  April-l\!a~' to 17.6 °  n  below the refmltK for the cmw>'ponding months of I !Hi I. 
Pri,-ate consumer demand would seem to have made a more vigorous contribution 
to  busines~-; aetivity.  Mass  income;.;  are likely to  ha,-e  again grown  appreciabl,,-.  The 
employment. figures  were  up again.  and.  above  all.  inc·ome  per  head rose  sharply.  fn 
indm;try  and  c-ommerce.  agreed  minimum  wageR.  including  famil~'  allowance,;.  >ven• 
respective!~, 7.fl  0
0  and !1.2  °0  higher in the ,;econd quarter than a .\·ear ago: the rate even 
reached  12.!)  0 
0  in transport. and  I S.J 
0 
0  in agneulture  Ci,-il  f-!en·ice  pay was  13.2 " 0 
above the corresponding  HHH  level.  The trend in actual earningR  was probably even 
more  marked.  CoRt  of living  allowance:"  were  rai"ed  ,;ubstantially in  May  under the 
::;lidiug  wage Reale  agreement,;.  In Jul~- ,.;oci.al  ,.;eenrity peniliOll:-4  wc>re  inc-reaRed  h:r about 
:100  000 million lire. 
In  contraRt  with  the  first  quarter.  agricultural  production  enjo~red  favourable 
weather in the second.  Comeqnently. the wheat hanef-it  ~was again good.  On the other 
hand. the originally vPry favonralJle proRpeets for the other crops were largely Apoilt  by 
perRiRtent drought in the thirrl quarter.  Moreover. it i,;  clonhtful whether livet'toek pro-
duction picked up. 
The seasonally adju,;ted index of industrial production (  [t:)('()) registered no further 
rise worth mentioning in the Reeond quarter. although, cleRpite exceptional].'' vigorous pr('-
vious growth. it had risen by l.fl  0 "  in the first quarter.  The :rear-to-year growth rate 
declined over the same period from  l~  ~ 0  to juRt  under  I 0  °  0 .  However.  appreciable 
production losse:-4  were caused hy the strikes already mentioued. ,;o that the general trend 
might well have been kept up.  The dispanty between the rate of growth of inve::;hnent 
expenditure and that of private eonsumer demand is  dearly refleeted in illClu"trial  pro-
duction even if the fact that the inveRtment good;.;  indul-4try wa;.;  partieularly hard hit by 
the Rtrikes is taken into account : whereaR the Reasonally adjusted output of inveRtment 
goods declined in the second quarter that of consumer goods continued to expand.  In 
certain cases the shortage of skilled manpower-sporadically in the huilding sector, for 
example-may  haYe  put  a  brake  on production.  With the possible exception of the 
machine-tool industry there was ample production  capacit~' in all ReetorK:  the average 
amount of Rurplns capacity may have eYell  riRen. 
According to  the latest ISTAT survey (July.  1962),  the increase in numbers of 
wage-earners has also slowed down.  None t.he  leRs,  there were again considerably fewer 
unemplo~·ed : Ministry of Labour ret.umR show a decrea.Re  of 1 s 
0 ~,  in the ,;eeond quarter 
over t.he corresponding figure for  I fH) 1  . 
The continued expansion of demand engendered a further, though perhaps rather 
slower. growth of imports of goods and services.  At all events, the index of goodR importR 
4tl (ISTAT) ;;;howt>d  an incrcn;;;c for April an<l  i\;lay of I (l.(i  " 0  in  \'olumc a:-;  again,.;t  II.~ ".,  i11 
the first qunrtPr.  Hmn'H'I'.  a~ tlw a\·Prage Yahw ofthe~e import:-; had inrrPast>d  margJn-
ally, their growt.h rate m tt'rms of Yalue  a:->  compared with J  ~Hi l ewn gained Yery slightl.Y 
from  10.6  ~'o  in the first  quarter to  1 l  0  ~  in the ,.;eco]1(l.  According to the Exchang<' 
Control. thC'  rate of growth of im]1ort;;;  of i'ierYices  ma.'- han~ ;;;nffered  a ;;;ethack. 
Import<; of agricultural products and of foodstuffs and textile,; increased at a faRter 
rate because of the particularly sharp rise in spending by private conRumer::;.  The slump 
in the year-to-year grow·th rat,e for Yehicle imports "eems mainly attrihutahle to reluctnnc<' 
to huy pending cuts in customs clutieR, 
Imports  from  non-member  imlustriali7.ed  countrie~  and  from  the  countriC':-;  of 
Eastern Europe advanced more rapidly in the Recond quarter.  An exception ·was imports 
of goods from the Gnitt'd AtakR. which were t'Yen lower than a year ago. 
The steep upward price trend which hegan last autumn continued in the second 
quarter.  After rising l1y  L5 %  from December l !)H1  to March 1  \JH:2.  w·holesale prices were 
again up O.H  % the following quarter.  The eorreRpomling commmer price increaRes were 
1.6% and 1.2  °~.  At the end of June wholesale price::; were therefore:~.:~ 
0 ~ and conRtmwr 
prices 4.7  ~'o  aboYe the level of June 1961 and the co,.;t  of liYing \Yas  aR  much as ;).K  0 
0 
higher.  Bad weather during the early months of the year, in Italy as elsewhere. with. as 
a result, much higher prices for certain important foodstuffs such as early fruit and vege-
tables, contributed largely to this price increase in the Reconcl quarter.  On the other hand. 
although wage costs per unit of output have probably increased again. the prices of finished 
investment goods rose only very slightly; prices of accessor.'' materiaiR continued to fall. 
Seasonally adjusted customs returns indicate an improvement in the trade balance 
for the second quarter; the deficit on goods, at $316 million, waR  also a trifle smaller than 
a year ago when the figure had been  $331  million.  Despite the Rharp increase in income 
from services, the seasonal improvement of the  balan<:e  on current account.  (on  a  caRh 
basis) was however relatively weak only, since the terms of payment had worsened.  In 
addition, capital exports again got the upper hand in the second quarter. whereas in pre-
vious years there had been a  net eapital inflow.  For this reason. in contrast \vith the 
same period of Hl6 L the balance of payments on a cash lmsi" showed a deficit in the second 
quarter (!li25 million).  Official gold and foreign exchange resenTes therefore declined again. 
this  time  by  S-iU  million.  to  ,S;j  23fl  million.  In July they fell  again,  hy  S87  million; 
hmvever. arlvan<:e  repayments of <lehts  to the  l~nitecl States totalling :'ll7K  million wen' 
made during the month. 
In eonjunction with fre:-;h  goynrnment <:ash  :-;urplu::;es am! with tlw sea:-;onal  incrC'ttRC' 
in notes and coin in circulation. this mon_'ment in tlw balance of  payments caused a certain 
reduction (in the second quarter) in bank liquidity.  Nevertheless. notably because of the 
flexible credit policy evidently pursued by the monetary authorities, the yoJume of bank 
credits could be increased at a growing rate.  Tht!R  loans and Rhare  pnrrhases  h~- hankR 
50 :-;peeializing in :-;hort-t.erm operation were:!;)"  0  up in the R('C<md  quarter on t.lw eonc:-;pon<l-
ing  1  \lf) 1 fignre.  Tlw mon• rapid exJmn:-;ion  of tlw <l<>mand  for nedit i:-;  explaim'd by t lw 
Romewhat narrower self-financing margin" of enterpriReR. itRelf due to the fact that wage 
eo:-;t.c; per unit of output were rmmi.ng ahead of prmlucer prieeR.  The partic·ularl)- vigorouR 
expanRion in the volume of Rhort-term credit wa,R  also clue to 1-'pecial  developments on tlw 
capital market, on which prices slumped not least because of the decision to nationalize 
electricity.  The net yield on Treasury Bills. which had heen declining Rince  the autumn 
of Hlf)l. rose !-'harp!)' in ~'lay and ,June alHl fell hack on!~- Riightl~· in  .lui~·. 
·)  Outlook 
The general buRineRR f,rf'IHl  in thP Recon<l  half year :-;]wuld  he mw of furt,Jwr <·ompn-
ratively moderate expanRion. 
The outlook for foreign rlemancl still seems fairly good.  It iR  true that tlw findingR 
of the EEC lmsineRR  Rurveys  <·arrie<l  out hy the If\C'O-Mondo  Economieo might suggeRt, 
that the backlog of orderR from abroad had if anything chyimllecl  further  h~- the gecond 
quarter.  But of the industrialio;ts polled. there were Rtill half who regarded the sitnaticm 
as  normaL  and  17  % of them eYen  reported particularl.\- well-filled  order  book:-;.  Tlw 
Mondo Economico'R independent half-yearly  snrve~- imlieated that almoRt  half of tbo:-;p 
questioned-businessmen and representatiYes of other economic  circle:-;-a,ntieipated an 
increa.Re in exports. whilst 40 % expected the situation to remain stationary : in point of 
fact, giYen the proposed ne>v increase in allocations to the Ciovernment:, export guamntet' 
fund. the further cut in internal cuRtoms dutit's within the Community on  l  ,J nly. world 
hnRineRs conditions which by and large are not unpromising. and above all tlw maintenanrt' 
of Italy's still comparati.Yel~' Rtrong competitive poRition. there should he a further expan-
Rion of exports of goodR in the Rcconcl half year.  To this shonlcl he added. in Hw Rt'rYil·e:-; 
sedor. a further rtnd appreciable increase in foreign tonrism. 
This outlook for foreign demand. plus what is certain to he a ,-igorous upsurge in 
CXIJencliture  on pri...-ate  consmnption. taken with t,he  nee<l  for rationalization stemming 
from what i!-'  now. in Italy as well. an appreciable increat:e in wage costs. suggest,; that 
investment will  continue to he heavy.  The above-mentioned surveys indicate that the 
hacklog of domeRtic onlerR  iR  still quite high but iR  tending to be reduced.  At the Rame 
time public workR :-;hould expand appreciably from now on; moreover, large-scale projccts 
are likely to he put in hand in  the autumn.  Prospect;.; for new houRing  may. perhapR. 
1wcome Romewhat brighter. 
'l'he chief sign of a new and sHhRtantial development in pri...-ate consumption iK  thc 
present and prospective growth of incomes.  Iu addition to wage inerea::;es granted or to 
be granted under new collective agreements, the progressive introduct,ion of equal pay for 
women, and the organization by stages of a new system of wage areaR, a further increaRe 
in cost-of-living allowanct's in  August. and higher penRion-rate;.; !-'hould  result in heavier 
51 eomntmf'r RJWndillg in the Ref'mHI  half year.  The higher earning,.; rwmlting from tlw con-
tinuou,.; clrift of workf'rR from the land and c·cert.a.in  ;.:ervi<'e .o.;eet.orR to indu,.;try will haye the 
:-<ame  effeet. 
Tlwre are reRelTeR  of production capacity and alRo.  despite a  growing Rcarcity of 
skilled workerR, of manpower. RO that production will he able to keep pace with the expan-
sion  of  demand  without  an)- noteworthy  difficulty.  Imports  ,.;houlcl  again  inerease. 
especially since. following the I 0 °  u  reduction on l  July in dutieR on internal C'ommunity 
trade as part of the programme to speed up the advent of the Common Market. practically 
all clutieR  were again reduced up to  10 °0  (1)  at tlw end of AuguRt. 
The fact that contrary to what IJHcl  heen expected until ver)' recently. considerable 
growth in crop production is likely now. meanR that the upwanl curve in conRmner priceR 
iR  unlikely to flatten out in the Recond half year aR  much aR  waR hoped. 
The balance of payments might he restored. since the net outflow of capital should 
not continue. or at any rate not to the Rame extent as in the firRt two quarter:-;. and there 
,.;hould he further :-:urpluReR  on current account. 
The trends oh,.;erved  RO  far and the prospects up to the enrl of the year JH'omiRc 
satisfactory results for 1962 as a whole. alt.hough there has been a distinct loss of momen-
tum. this year, in economic grmvth as compared to 1961-as predicted in preYiou,.; quar-
terly surveys.  Mainly because of the Yery rapid expansion in the last quarter of 196 I. 
the rate of growth of industrial production and that of the gross national product in real 
terms might none the less reach H % and 6 °0  respectively as against 9.1  % and 7.8 % in 
196 l.  Tlms the actual  figures  will  not quite attain the growth rates predicted by the 
Commission'R  services earl)-T  in the year.  mainly due  to  fortuit.ous  factors-the sudden 
df't.erioration in the harve,.;t proRpectR and production loRReR  caused h~r the Rtrikes. 
The economy will  undoubtedly continue to expand during the early months of 
1963, though the general growth rat.e  iR  unlikely to be much faster than the average for 
196~. 
Indeed,  the  previously  mentioned  improvement.  in  government  export  credit 
guarantees and above all Italy's continuing strong competitive position. once again war-
rant an optimistic forecast for exports. although world businesR trends are not exceptional-
ly promising  for  this  period.  In addition,  there  are  excellent  prospects  of a  further 
increase in foreign  tourism in  Ital)-.  Private consumption may also he considered as n 
fact.or certain to make for expansim1. 
(1)  Howevt>r,  unlike tlw tariff c·ut  of I  .July  the maximum reduction  of 10% made  at  tho Pnd  of 
AuguRt was not applied to tht> high cluties in force on l  .January l9i5i but to existing rates of rlut.y as 
already scaled down in previous EEC tariff euts.  Vis-a-vis non-mt>mbor countries the cut waR  less 
than lO  % for some produetR wht>rc  the fHll  cut would han' brought  tho  dntieR  below  tht>  futuro 
eommon external tariff. 
52 As for  investment, its development may even trigger off a  rather faster rate of 
growth.  The outlook for private industrial investment is not particularly bright, however, 
in view of the present sluggishness of the propensity to invest.  Even although investment 
is being stimulated by the expected development of exports and above all of private con-
sumption, as well as by the need to streamline production in order to digest the wage 
increases, the rising ratio of wage costs and prices is precisely acting as a brake by making 
the financing of more investment more difficult.  The effects on liquidity and on the capi-
tal markets of a perhaps somewhat tighter payments situation in the future and of certain 
political factors should also be borne in mind. 
In view of the situation, it is important that the Government should, as announced, 
effectively step up its investment more rapidly than it has done so  far.  Already,  as 
mentioned above, a number of major public infrastructure projects are likely to be speeded 
up this autumn and considerably expanded in 1963.  At all events, the appropriations 
under the 1962-63 budget for the financing of such long-term projects total no less than 
850 000  million lire or 540 000  million lire  more than for  the previous  financial  year. 
Taken in conjunction with the expected expansion of foreign demand and private con-
sumption, the growth of public investment would be a  positive factor in the propensity 
to invest of private entrepreneurs.  However, it is also important, if satisfactory develop-
ment of private investment  is  to  be secured,  that entrepreneurs'  forecasts  regarding 
business trends should remain sufficiently optimistic.  A  significant point in this  con-
nection is  that both  sides  of industry  and  recognized  experts  are  co-operating  with 
the Government in the Commission for  the Plan, which was set up at the beginning of 
August with the task of preparing  a  comprehensive long-term economic  development 
plan. 
To ensure an adequate growth of investment, it is  important that the Govern-
ment's credit and finance policy should be very flexible, particularly as long as the securi-
ties market remains unsettled.  As there is some slack in the Italian economy and foreign 
exchange reserves are high, there is no risk in the further pursuit of a  credit policy for 
growth,  without endangering  prices.  The  sharp price  increase  over the nine  months 
ending in June was not so  much due to an excess of demand over supply because of a 
shortage of manpower andfor of production capacity-the main reason was rather, that 
agricultural output had been held up by the bad weather.  Besides, it will always be open 
to the Government to introduce new import incentives in order to keep the prices stable. 
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D.  Netherlands 
For the last few  months economic expansion in the Netherlands has been rela-
tively slow, although it may well hm·e advanced at a slightly faster rate since J1tne. 
Exports went up again, thmtgh less rapidly than in the  first quarter.  Invest-
ment probably continued to grow,  although here,  too, a tendency for the pace of growth 
to slow down became apparent.  While the year-to-year growth rate of fixed investment 
in the second qu-arter was higher than in the first,  this was probably due in the main to 
the improved situation in the  building sector,  which had suffered quite heavily in the 
first  quarter  from  the  particularly  bad  wea,ther.  On  the  other  hand,  primte con-
sumption, in which progress during the  first quarter had been modest, admnced some-
what more  firmly,  thanks in particular to  the  expansion of incomes due  to  the  more 
rapid rise in wages and salaries. 
Supply expanded more  slowly in the  second  quarter.  Hardly any rise  was 
recorded  in industrial production,  but since June growth  seems  to  have  picked  up 
again slightly.  For imports in the second quarter there was even a drop in the overall 
figu,re,  although finished goods,  particularly consumer goods, continued to be imported 
on a large scale.  From July, however, a recovery was recorded in imports too. 
The level of consumer prices went up appreciably, largely because of the much 
higher prices fetched  for  a time by some crop products and the  index n1tmber of con-
sumer prices rose 1.6 between the end of March and the end of June.  In July, when 
these 1tnusually high prices came to an end, the index reverted to the March level.  It 
was 2.5 higher than in July 1961, which can mainly be  attributed to  the continuing 
rise in prices for  services.  The balance of trade improved somewhat and the balance 
of payments closed with a slight surplus.  Although the commercial banks' foreign ex-
change resen·es fell between the end of March and the end of July, the gold and foreign 
exchange reserves of the Nederlandsche Bank went up by almost 400 million guilders. 
In the  last months of 1962 and in the  early months of 1963 the  slow rate  of 
expansion  can  be  expected  to  continue.  Exports  and  private  consumption  will 
doubtless  expand flzirly  briskly, but it is not impossible that the  trend in investment 
will become still more hesitant. 
With the  greater elasticity in production which should result from the  possibi-
lity that the numbers in employment will be  increased, it should be  possible to  adapt 
output more rapidly to  the trend in demand. 
As soon  as  production seems  to  be  growing more  elastic,  those  in charge  of 
economic policy will have to  ensure that the  weakness which marks some elements of 
demand does  not get out of hand.  If it shows signs of doing so,  the restrictive policy 
on investment must be relaxed in good time and investment itself should be channelled 
to a greater extent into schemes which will stimulate economic growth. SUPPLY AND USE OF R,BSOURCES  GOODS AND SER,VICES
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to the1.  Recent developments 
The recovery in foreign demand. which had begun in September last ~·ear, was par-
ticularly vigorous in the  fir~t quarter of this yt·ar and has continued since.  The rate at 
which goods were exvorted, howeyer_  has betn grmving somewhat more slowly.  True. 
foreign  trade statistics show that theRe  exports in  the second  quarter were  up on the 
corresponding 1961 figures by about I 0 °" in value aml );  ~  0  by Yolume. after rates of only 
0.5 % and 3 % in the first quarter.  But this was solely a reflection of the way exports 
fell off in the second quarter of !aRt year. mainly because of the rapid cuts in the working 
week.  The seasonally adjusted figures aYailable show that. in terms of national accounts, 
the growth in exports of good:-;  between the first quarter of l!l62 and the ,;econcl at 2.5 °  0 
was lesR  than the !Li  0
0  increase reconlecl  between the fourth  quarter of HHH  and the 
first quarter of Ul62. 
In July-August the Yalue of export,.; :-;ho_wn in the foreign trade statisties was J.;)  "o 
higher than a year earlier. 
1\eyerthele:-;,.;.  tho upward trend can he  reganleu a,.;  quite sati,.;factory.  lt largely 
refiech:  a  brisker tlow  of foreign  orders.  eRpecially  orders for  consnnwr goock  Higher 
prices. howeyer. pa,rticularly for the agricultural products exported. were in 1mrt re~ponsible 
for the higher va]nt' figureR  for total exportR.  Finally. the fact that industr~' may well 
haye been in a better delivery po:-;ition playfi a role f(n·  a num  lJer of goodfi. 
lJeliverie,; to other EEC eountries, partieularly to the Federal ReJJU Llio of Uennany, 
went up again.  By contrast. saleR  to non-member countrieR appear to have levelled off. 
Individual  branches  of  industry,  particularly  chemicals,  did  extremely  good  export 
business, but foreign demand for various metal and textile products waR still slack. 
Domestic demand inereased~--one main faetor being the rise in gross fixed invest-
ment, although here development varied from one sector to another.  For example, the 
growth rate of fixed investment by enterprise~> seems to htwe been higher than in the first 
quarter, when particularly bttd weather had so hampered commercial and industrial build-
ing that total fixed investment b~' enterprises was only 2.5 % higher in value than a year 
earlier.  Investment by enterprises in machinery and equipment, on the other hand, which 
in the first quarter still had a year-to-~'ear growth mte of ll <; 0  (in terms of value), does not 
appear to have maintained this rate in the second quarter. 
Leaving out of account the efl'eets of the bad vveather  011  activity in the buildmg 
t>eetor,  the pace of gros,.;  fixPd  asset formation hy enterprise~:~ appears to have slackened. 
The trend in import" aml the rate at which clomeRti<·  orrler~:~ ±i-om  investment goods are 
being received also suggest that the propensity to inve8t ha8  weakened.  The fact that 
opportunities for financing  ~uffered from the ~light fall  in the income from entrepreneur-
,hip in 19()1  alld from aeti011  t:tken to kt>ep eeollomie expansion iu dteck through mea,.;un\S 
57 affecting netlit facilitie:-;  awl dt>preciation allowances probahly had a  dampening effect. 
Moreoyer. the quieter worlfl economic con<litions and the rapid expansion of productive 
c-apacity a:-;  a result of the myestmeut boom might ha,·e combined to make businessmen 
less optimi:-:tic conecmmg their :-:ales. 
After tlw <hffienlti<'"  eau:-:ed  by the weather at,  the beginmng of the year. uot only 
industrial and commercial building but the whole building sector expanded with exceptional 
:-;peed  in the Rel·ond  quarter.  The year-to-year growth rate was 14% in term:-;  of value 
( ti  0 
0  in hou:-;ing.  2  :Z 
0 
0  in 1mlu:.;trial lmild.ing). where  as in the first quarter it wa:-: more than 
17  '~ 0  lower than a  year earlier.  ]n housing. the number of ::;tarts was still out of pro-
portion t,o  that of completed dwelling:-:  and this led to a  fresh increase in the number of 
dwellmg:,;  under eonstrnctirm \vhich. Ill the :-;ecoucl  quarter. was about l J  % higher than 
a  year earlier. 
Pnldic im-cstment  Hlwwed  an appreciable increa,se in the second quarter after a, 
decline due to the had hui  lclin.~· conditions in the first quarter. 
l nn·stment in  8toekH  dot•,.;  not  :-;eem  to  lta\'e  pronded any  Htimulu,.;  for  overall 
demaud.  A  t-~hght increase m the :-;tock" of some fiuishecl goods held by industry appear::; 
to han•  been offset  by an  apprecmble running down of stocks of raw materials and of 
primary and intermediate product:-:. 
The growth rate of private couwmptwn. after fiagging  in the first  quarter.  ha,.; 
moved ahead agam with increa:.;ed momentum in recent months.  In the second quarter 
year-to-year growt,h rate:-;  were s 
0 u  in ndue and 3  uu by Yolume. compared with 4.15  % 
and  1.3  °~ in the fir,.;t  quarter. 
[ncumes grew much faster than at, the beginning of the year. when there had been a 
lull due largely to the fact that the implementation of wage agreement:-: was postponed. 
lYiauy revise([ agreements enten·ll into foree in the :-;econd quarter. particularly in lYiay and 
June.  titanclard hourly wage,.;  for men working in industry \vent up by an average of 
about 3.f>  0 ~ between the end of l\farch and the end of June.  lYiore  than a  third of the 
rises were retroactiye to I January.  It should. howe,,er, be noted that the rise can in part 
be put. down to the fact that inerea,.;es in hourly wages whieh hacl been granted earlier as 
optional ratel'l.  mostly in connection with the cut,; in t,he  working week. haye now under 
the new wage agreement,.; been  made compulsmy. nne!  thu:-;  been included in the index. 
ln the second quarter the a\'erage of wage rat,es throughout the priYate sector war;  more 
than 7 % above the corresponding  HHH  figure.  Total income from wages and  salarie~> 
probably went up still further. since wbRtant.ial increa:-;es  ha\'e  also  taken  place  in the 
salarin::;  of ei ,,il :,;ervm1ts.  Thte  eut in wage taxes and the raising of old age pensions in 
July further merea:-;ed the cl!spo:.;able income of householcb.  There are indications that a 
sharp  rteeovery  has  oc·cuiTed  in  <lemawl  for  con:-;nmer  <lurahles  and  services.  Public 
consumption continued to expand. In ;.;everal hrmwhe;.; of manufadu  ri11g i nd tt;.;try t lw d'fed <  lf t hi;.;  n·lat.i< n  I hill  p  lwt \H't'll 
the different  components of clf'mancl  wa~-1  for  a  tinw  to  hrtm per  production.  J n  other 
brancheR. output was again hampered 1l~~ the ;.;<·Ycre  shorta~e of manpower.  At an)· rate 
industrial production. after the rise recorded in  the first  quartf'r. 8howed  hanll~T any in-
crea8e in the :-;econd.  True. the nnadjnRted index figure of the ( 't·ntra.l  ~tatiRtical OfficP 
was about :3.5 higher than a )'ear Parlier. 1mt the Yariont' ReaRonaU)~ adjuRtecl series avmlah!C' 
point to  hardly an.v  growth.  or only relahYely  weak growth.  compared  ~with the firt't 
quarter.  HoweYer. output doe" Reem  to haYe 1wen  picking u11  again slightly from ,TunP 
onwardR. 
In the 8teel industry ancl some hrancheR of text.iles the trend of rlemand ha:-;  for 
Rome  time been cau8ing output to deYelop hesitantly and in the second quarter the fir;.;t 
;.;ign8  of weakne:-;;.;  began to appear in other sectort' alHo.  Rueh  at'  conmwreial yehic-les and 
paper-making.  ln yet other hranehes output wat'  reRtricted  hy the effect"  of the had 
weather or. as alrea.d:v mentimwcl. the lahonr ;.;hortagt'. 
Shortages  on  the  labour  market  continued.  At  2:3  000  the  unemployf'd  w0re 
Rlightly  fewer  toward~:'\ the middle of the  ~'ear than a  .vear  earlier. when the figure  >Ya" 
already lmv.  From July onwardR the mnnber of young people :;;eeking employment  ~wa;.; 
~omewhat  higher than in the preYious year. as those leaYing school belonw·d to a .war with 
a high birth-rate.  No further notable inerea8e in the numlwr of Yaeancie;.; was occaRionerl 
by cyclical factor8 and this could mean that there hat' been no worsening of t.}w shortageR 
on the labour market. 
Imports in the second quarter even tended to fall.  ( 'u8toms n·tums show that 
only 3 %more by yolume and 4 %in \Talue "·as imported than a year earlier and. accord-
ing to the seasonall)· adjusted figures. imports of goorls ill terms of national accounting 
were about -i  0
0  lower. both in Yalue and by Yolume. than in the first quarter oft.lw .n·ar. 
This can partly lw put down to a drop in imports of raw material,~ and semi-finislwd pro-
ducts as a reRult of the stocks policy of firms and the slow growth of output.  Imports of 
finiRhed goods, particularly conRumer goodR.  remained high.  Total imports also l:'ieem  to 
have picked up again somewhat in the summer.  In July-AuguRt. foreign tradt> statiRtics 
Rhow the yalue of merchandise imports to haYf' been l+ 0 1 0  hight>r than a year earlit>r. 
The upward trend in the price level continued.  The index numher of consunwr 
prices (1)  rose l.  6 % between the end of March and the middle of the year. chiefly hecaul-\e 
of the exceptional rise in the prices of certain forms of farm and horticultural produce. 
such as potatoes and fruit. and was 4. 9 %  higher than in the middlt' of 19fi I.  Tlwse prict>t' 
fell again in July, when the index was only 2.f>  01;)  higher than a year earlit>r-an incrf'ase 
due largely to the higher prict>s paid for sf'rviees. 
(1)  This also in<'ludf'R rents and the priceR of other sPrYiceR. 
59 In  the halanN' of trade. a  di;;;tinct  improYement was rf'eorded due  main]~- to the 
;;;lackne;;;;;;  of import" and to a  tellljlorar~· impn1vement in  tht· term;; of trade; there waH. 
hoWeYer. still a  high deficit of 7:)0 million guilder:". eomparefl with  ~1.)0 million guilders Ill 
in the fir;;;t  quarter and alnHJRt  !100 million guildf'r,; a  year earlier.  Howe,·er. t.he eurrent 
account (on a cm:h ha;;iR)  do;;ed with an OYerall  deficit of SO  million guilders because of the 
relativel~v unfaYonrahle net pm:ition on seryiee.  On the baRis  of tran:-;action,; the deficit 
amounted to ahout 1  fiO  million gmlders. eompared with :2:2i  million in the second quarter 
of  HH31.  Thanks  to  eonsiderahle  importco:  of printte  long-term  capital.  howe,·er.  the 
overall  balance of payments for  the  quarter showed  a  surplus  of  4:~  million  guilders. 
\Vhereas the net foreign exchange reserYeR  of the commercial hanks fell  by :27 + million 
guilders. the official foreign exchange reserveR held h~- the Neclerlandsche Bank went up by 
209 million.  The net position with regard to the International Monetary Fund improved 
to t.he  tune of lOll million guilderR on account of drawings of guildf'!'R  h~- Argentina and 
Canada. 
Despite large-scale repatriation h)· the hanks of money inyested the Rlight  strain 
noted on the money and capital market at the beginning of the second quarter continued in 
the ensuing months abroad. especially as the Central Bank ha;; maintained the measures 
intended to slow down the expansion of credit-the agreement made with the commerciaJ 
banks on thiR matter wa;; extended till the end of December-and eYen raJ'<ed Bank Rate 
by a  l/2% to 4- ~~at  the end of April.  Credit was still in quite heaYy demand in the pri-
Yate  fiector.  The banks'  spec·ial  deposits-held b.v  the Central Bank as  a  disciplinary 
measure  for  exceeding  the  limitfi  of credit  expanRion-reached  a  peak of  l SO  million 
guilders at the end of June. ;;;ince  when the~- have fallen slightly.  The situation on the 
money market ha;;;  eased :-;ince  .Jul)'. particularly after the nentral C:overnment had made 
its quarterly paymenh: to the municipal  authorit.ieR.  and t.hiR  waR  reflec:ted  in repeated 
reductions of the rate for  call  mone~'.  With effect  from  :2:2  August  the Central Bank 
lowered the minimum r(':-;erve  rate from  S 
0  ~  to i 
0
"  in Yiew  of the faet that a  Dutch 
banking ('Onsort.ium  waR  taking owr a  1:2.)  million guilder:o;  deht owed hy KLM in  the 
Fnited States. 
Features of the capital market were an increaRe in capital hy Philips (7:31  million 
guilders)  and the brisk activity in the issue of industrial bonds.  From .July onwards 
foreign bonds were being placed on the capital market for a larger total for the fin:t time 
since .Januar~-. 
·)  Outlook 
There is nothing to indicate that in the remaining months of 1962 the economic 
climate is likely to  undergo  any substantial change.  The slight recovery noted  sinee 
.Tune might assume sonwwhat larger proportions. 
0Yera.ll  demand will  continue to expancl;  tt('conling to the huco:ineRs  Rurvey  con-
ducted by the Central Statistical Offke t.he slight fall in tlw hacldog of orders-calC'nlat.f'd 
60 by months of working al"snred---may well  lw  mm·e  attrilmt.ahle to an expansion of capa-
c·ity than to a decline in order!' receiYed. 
The trend in exports -will  probably continue UlnYards.  Export orders can on the 
whole  be expected to increac-:c.  ewn despite a  poRsihilit:v that the trend in orders may 
remain weaker for investment good" than for consumer gomlR.  Keener competition on 
foreign markets. due to the general expanRion of capacity and in some products the rise of 
production costs in the Netherlands are together hampering the increaRe in exportR.  On 
the other hand. exportR may benefit from the slight easing expected on the labour market 
and the consequent increaRe in the elasticity of production.  Prmq>ects for the export. of 
agricultural products seem to he good.  It should be taken into account t.hat the ne\V 
arrangementR for  agricultural marketc-:  in the Communit~- which take effect on l  August 
will  shortl.v hegin to ha.-e some effect.  on the :-mles  of certain agricultural products. 
Fixed investment will continue to expand. although the pace of the rise in invest-
ment by enterprises may well slacken even further.  Equipment investment will continue 
to he stimulated by rationalization plans. hut the restrictiYe policy on credit-the effect of 
which has heen heightened by the gro-wing need of avmlahle money being experienced b~­
hnsiness firms-together with the rules on depreciation allowances introduced in 1960. will 
probahl~- continue to act as a  brake on in,-estment.  A  sur.-ey on business investments 
indicates that there has been  alread~' a  decline in the propensity to invest..  The total 
im-estment expenditure which businessmen expect to make in 196:2 is. it is true. 8 % more 
than was planned a year earlier for  l !HH.  hut. it is less than the amount. actually invested 
in that year.  The amount inyestecl in building and contracting \vill certainly continue to 
he limited by the fact that building capacity is heing uRed to the full.  Public investment 
ma~' well make further progrei'R. 
The growth of private consumption will  continue to  benefit from  the raising of 
agreed wages already referred to and from a slight. increase in employment.  The lowering 
of wage tax and income tax and the raising of old age pensions will prohahly also contribute 
to this growth. 
Domestic production might become distinctly more elastic, mainly as a result of an 
increase in the labour force.  Industrial production might then expand somewhat faster 
than prevwusly. although some hesitatwn in demand might play a  part in deciding just 
how output in textiles and some sectort' of the iron and steel industry will deye)op. 
Rt.imulated by the growth of domestic demand and industrial production and by 
the tariff cuts made in the middle of the year. imports will probably cont.inue to expand 
appreciahly in the last months of Hl62. 
There will probably still he a tendency for prices to move upwards.  H has already 
been decided, for im;tance. that controlled rents can he raised by 10  o;,  - U  o;,  on l  Sep-
tember. and prices for other sen'iceR  nHt~- \vell riRP  again.  Railway freight rateR will also 
go up from  1 September. 
Gl In ''ie"· of the way  thing~ have developed  ~o fat·  thiR ,\'ear and the outlook for the 
coming months, the foreeaRts made at the beginning of the year for the whole of Hl62 still 
hold good in the main.  The growth rate of fixed investnwnt will. however. be less than 
expected owing to the setback Ruffered by the building trade early in the year. which it 
\Yas  imposRihle to make up. and to the decline in the propensity to inveRt.  The rate of 
progreRs  in industrial production may fall  slightl:v short of what was forecast.  ConRe-
quently, the inerease in the gross domestic product at constant prices is likely only to be 
about 3.5 % and not J 
0
.;)  aR  predicted.  The growth rate of the grosR  national product. 
might be under  :~  01~. because of the unfavourable deYelopment of net factor income from 
abroad. 
In the early months of 1963 economic activity is likely to maintain its modeRt rate 
of progress.  In the first Rix months at least foreign demand may well rise further.  True. 
in conditions of somewhat less brisk world btminess competitiveness will aKsume  greater 
importance. but on the other hand exports may benefit aR  a result of the more moderate 
trend expected in domeRtic demand. 
ThiR may expand somewhat more slowly than previously.  The growth rate of fixed 
investment will fall off. although it is true that demand in the building sector iR  likely to 
remain vigorous, particularly for housing.  Equipment investment will,  however, prob-
ably develop less  briskly.  The reduction in corporation tax, which is due at the begin-
ning of 1963 and will in part offset the effects of higher wage costs, thus stimulating the 
propensity to invest. can hardly influence what is actually invested in 1963. 
The budget estimates for 1963 indicate only a moderate increase in public expend-
iture.  Private consumption will continue to rise relatively rapidly; it should be remem-
bered that there will not only be an increase in employment. but that in addition important. 
collective wage agreements are due for renewal. particularly in the metal industry.  On 
the other hand, an increase in pension contributions can  be  expected.  The supply of 
industrial products is  likely to be marked  hy greater elasticity.  which  will  largely  he 
attributable to the expected increase in emplo.vment and the benefits obtained from  the 
investment already made for productive purpoRes.  There is.  however,  a  risk that the 
trend in output will reflect.  more clearly than in  l  ~Hl2 the decline in demand for  certain 
products. 
·while. then. economic expansion in the Netherlands will continue at the mode8t 
pace characteristic of its development. in  1962. the reasons for the relatively slow growth 
rate differ from those which affected development in 1961 and perhaps 1962 as well. Rince 
they are  to  be  found  partly in the weak development of some components of demand 
rather than in the inability of supply to follow changeR in demand. 
Although the decline in  the propensity to invest-which is  chanwteristic of this 
economic trend-can for the present be welcomed as a  factor which makes it easier to 
reduce economic Rtrain. the demand for inveRtment muRt not be allowed to fall away too 
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far. a8 this could lead to a drop in economic activity. particularly in inve8tment goodt<.  or. 
in the longer term. proYe detrimental to economic growth.  Should such tendencies appear. 
the existing measures of restaint must be relaxed in good time and the pattern of expend-
iture on investment must be adapted so  as better to serve the aims of growth policy. 
Finally, improvements to the system of export credit immrance. which are being studied 
at the moment, could facilitate the expansion of markets in the developing countries. 
A  memorandum ou wageR  poliey recently prepared by the Economic and Social 
(  ~ouncil could, in the circumstancefl. lead to a revision of policy in this field.  If, as pro-
posed, the productiyity of each separate branch is no longer taken as the main criterion 
for wage differentiatimi but illcreased stress is alRo  laid on considerations of profitability 
and growth in the different  sector~. this could perhaps foster the balanced expansion of 
the Dutch economy. E.  Belgo-Luxembourg  Economic  Union 
Belgium 
()4 
In recent months the e.rpansion of economic atth·dy in Belyiwn Jws again ueen 
moderate.  E:i:ports.  which monnted stenddy throughO'Id the l)econd q11arter.  wet·e  once 
again the  mainstay of lmsz:ness  actit·ity.  Domestic demand  improced  unly slightly 
and this improcement was mainly d·ue  to an incrrase in  pr·imte consumptiun -res11lting 
from  ((,  sharper ·uplmrd trend  ·in  li'([ljeS.  Despite  uris/;  incestment actirity in the 
public sector. fixed t'nrestment in geneml hardly seems to luue afforded a further st-im11-
l11s to economic acti1·ity to any appreciable e.rtent. though the letel of in t•estment t·enwins 
ary ht'gh. 
The main feature uf domestic 8UJ1jJly  ux1s a slight rise in  indnl)tria.Z prodnction: 
in  the second q1wrter the  ZRESP index showed an increase of nearly:!~  0  on the cor-
responding fiyure  for  1961.  Heruier final demand wa8  snf1:sfied  to  a Telatirely large 
e.rtent from  increased imports and by way of cuts in  stocks of many bast'c  materials 
and semi-finished prod11Cf8. 
Slmrper competition cu11ti·nuerl to e.rcrt pre!-(sure on th.e  u·holesa1e prices of nuwy 
ind·ustn:a.l  products.  The rise  in the  retail  price  inde.r.  1chich  rose  by 2.3  ~ 0  from 
Jlarch  to  Ju·ne.  was  largely  attrib11ta.ble  to  a  tempora.ry  hardening of certain  food 
pnces.  it led.  none  the  less.  to  fresh  tmye  inrTeases  in  many sectors  totcards  the 
middle of the year. 
Uwiny to  the shght deterioration of the valance uf trade and (l deficit Oil  o,tfrcial 
nwrenwnts of capital. the bala nee of pa.yme'llts  for  the oecond q1wrter showed a deficit 
of auont S 50 rn·illion.  Intemalliq·nidity nae.rthele8s remained at a high lael, which 
wa.s an incentire for the Central Ba.nl.: to continue its cheap money policy; in A11.g1{st, 
the Bank Rate 1ms again c·ut  by ! %· 
The outlook for the nsf of the year rloeo not suggest any fundamental changes ·in 
trends of economic act·ivity.  A  slight decline of the growth rate is not to  be  ruled out. 
for the 1Jro1Jensity of ·industry to inrest seems to  be  showing signs of flagging, and this 
ll'ill  also ntfect expa.nsion in 196.3.  The lonycr current trends  pet·sist,  the more the 
rest1lts for next year will fa.ZZ  short of the results for this.  In 1·ielc of these prospects. it 
may in the nenr future become  necessary to  strengthen e:rpa.nsion policy if the longer-
term growth objectit•es of Belgian econom·ic policy are to ue a.ttat'ned. SUPPLY AND USE OF' R,ESOURCES  GOODS AND SERVICES
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to the1.  Recent developments 
Foreign demand, which had already been the main stimulus of business activity in 
the first quarter, grew again in the second.  Customs returns show that exports of goods 
were up in terms of value by about 8% over the comparable figure for 1961, whereas the 
year-to-year growth rate for February and March had been 6 % ( 1).  The rate of growth 
in terms of volume was probably even higher, since average export prices appear to have 
again fallen slightly.  In July exports even reached a figure  13 % higher (in value) than 
for July 1961. 
The improvement in exports was mainly in products for which Belgian industries 
had become more competitive because of relatively short delivery dates, and in certain 
cases because of a more favourable trend in costs in recent years than has obtained in the 
industries of many other countries.  The sharp rise in processing traffic also increased the 
percentage of goods having a high incorporated value-machines, chemicals and textiles-
in the total of exports, the more so since sales of steel products, at prices which were lower 
again, only barely exceeded the level reached in the same period of 1961. 
The recovery in deliveries to France and the Federal Republic of Germany which 
had already become apparent in the first quarter continued in the second, so that exports 
to the Community countries as a whole reached a new peak, although sales to the Nether-
lands remained static.  Exports to the United States again progressed favourably and 
there was also a slight improvement in sales to the United Kingdom, but exports to the 
other non-member countries fell away. 
Domestic demand in general also seems to have advanced, although at a modest rate, 
because of a tendency for investment activity to ease off.  Indeed, gross fixed investment, 
as compared with the first quarter, seems to show hardly any further advance, especially 
when allowance is made for the extraordinary factors which accentuated the seasonal rise 
in building between the first and second quarters.  In particular the propensity to invest 
has become more hesitant in the private sector.  Only in mechanical engineering (mainly 
for purposes of rationalization) and petro-chemicals (where the object is expansion) does 
the level of investment seem to be higher than hitherto, while in certain branches of basic 
materials industry investment showed a  tendency to decline,  notably because growing 
surpluses of capacity are exerting pressure on prices. 
Building activity in general increased, after being seriously hampered by unusually 
bad weather in the first quarter.  Housing construction in the second quarter continued 
at a very high level, although the number of building starts in April and May was again 
appreciably lower than in the comparable period of the previous year.  This latter de-
(1)  The growth rate taken over the whole first quarter is misleading owing to the figure of 56 %recorded 
for January which is explained by the strikes of January 1961. 
67 velopment is partly attributable to a reduction of  expenditure on "social" housing.  More-
over, the faltering demand for certain other kinds of housing, which was already to be 
noted in some areas. may possibly have had a more marked effect on the general position. 
On the other hand, building activity in the public sector once again made marked 
progress and broadly speaking investment by public authorities probably also increased. 
Incomplete information available suggests that investment in stocks by the process-
ing industries may have declined.  Though the running down of stocks of iron and steel 
products seems to have come to a halt, a similar trend probably affected other branches 
in the second  quarter, notably non-ferrous metals and certain branches of the textile 
industry.  There were also further reductions in coal stocks. 
After a hesitant trend in the first quarter, private consumption recovered, although 
continuing bad weather depressed the demand for  certain traditional consumer goods 
(e.g.  textiles and beverages).  It  was mainly demand for consumer durables (e.g.  motor 
cars) and services which increased, largely owing to higher workers' incomes : the rise in 
wages went on, and even at a more rapid pace, and the number of those in paid employ-
ment once again rose slightly. 
The development of the various components of demand led to a slight expansion in 
industrial production.  The IRESP index showed that this was about 2 % up (provisional 
figure) in the second quarter over the comparable period in 1961-following a year-to-year 
growth rate of about 1 % for February and March.  Moreover, only the processing in-
dustries succeeded in maintaining their growth rate of 3 %.  The early figures for July 
and August would seem to suggest that these trends are continuing. 
The moderate growth rate reflects a weakening of demand in several branches of 
industry.  Moreover, it must be noted that part of the growth of exports is due to a rapid 
increase in re-exports of certain industrial products in which the value added by Belgian 
processing is not very high.  Again, the aforementioned tendency to run down stocks has 
retarded  the  advance  of industrial production.  Lastly,  the  recovery  of private  con-
sumption has mainly affected imported goods. 
In industry in general unused production capacity seems to have increased, owing 
not only to the demand situation but also to the noteworthy extension of capacity in 
recent years. 
Despite this trend, the situation on the labour market has not materially changed. 
The total paid labour force has no doubt slightly increased, largely because of the con-
tinuing expansion in the services sector.  A certain tightness which had already been felt 
for some time, particularly in industry, showed little sign of easing in the second quarter. 
Building  and  mechanical  engineering  again  experienced  a  severe  shortage  of skilled 
workers.  Similarly, a  shortage of manpower was noted in the mines, due mainly to the 
68 drift of miner:-;  to other industries.  ~..\lthough workers were laid off in :-;ome  branches of 
industry and the number of :-;chool-leaYers ro8e. the number of unemployed remained low; 
the figure  was  77  000  in Augm.;t  a:-;  again:-;t  ~9 400  a  year earlier.  Yet the number of 
foreign workers in Belgium yaried little. 'Which was not the ca:-;e in neighbouring countries. 
In contrast with domestic production, imports rose very  ~>harply.  From customs 
returns it appears that the year-to-year growth rate for imports of goods rose in terms of 
Yalue from :3.5  o;) in the first quarter to 8.i5% in the second and nearly 10% in July.  This 
would :-;eem,  however. to he explained largely hy an increase in purchases of agricultural 
products determined by excel1tional factors.  Trends in other imports followed  more or 
lesl:l  closely that of intPrnal demand; in particula.r import:-;  of many consumer goods rose 
steeply. 
In the second  quarter. in contra.t>t  with the trend of export,l:l.  import:-;  from non-
member countrie:-;. principally the United State;.; and Great Britain. increased faster than 
those from EEC member eountrieR.  Thi:-; may haw been partly due to expectancy of the 
new intra-Community tariff cute.; fixed for  I July. 
The increa,se in certain food prices was in the ~>econd quarter the determining factor 
in the rise of the retail price index, which, at the end of June, was about H % up on the 
corresponding figure  for  l96l.  Towards the middle of the year this set in motion the 
sliding wage scale in most industries and in the public ~>ector.  In July, with the return of 
potato prices to normal average retail price" began to drop back.  They were 2 % higher 
than in July HHH. 
The exceptional hardening of the  wholesale  prices of agricultural  products  was 
largely offset by a further fall in the prices of industrial raw materials and semi-finished 
products.  In June the price index was 2% higher than in June 1961.  In July the price 
correctors fur  Yarious  agricultural products  brought the index practically back to  the 
previous year's level. 
Since imports increased more rapidly than exports and t,he terms of trade once again 
moved slightly against Belgium, the deficit on trade increased.  It  reached Bfrs. 2 300 mil-
lion in the second quarter a" againAt Bfrs. 700 million in the fir::::t quarter and Bfrs. 1 900 mil-
lion in the corresponding period of I !)61.  The net balance on i'erviceA and on current tram<-
fer~> Khowed  a  surplm< which almost off:-.;et  the deficit on trade.  A:-;  private capital trans-
actions, however, were roughly in halance an1l public capital trauo;aetions Ahowed a deficit, 
there was finally a  small deficit (about !i;50  million) on the overall balance of payments. 
The Central Bank's gold and foreign exchange reserves fell by $24 million-from $1  654 mil-
lion at the end of March to $1  6:~0 million at the end of June-and the net foreign exchange 
position of  the banks declined by an amount corresponding to the remainder of the balance 
of paymentH  deficit.  In July there waA  a  further  dPcline  in reserves to the extent of 
about $10 million.  due to the conversion into dollars of the loan in Belgian francs grantecl 
by Belgium to Canada through the lntematioual Monetary Fund. 
69 In spite of this den·lopnwnt in the balauce of paymentc:. the rdati\·ely w·eak expaH-
sion in investment and production and the policy of the monetary authonties led once 
again to  a  relatively high degree of liquidity on the money and l:apital  markets.  Only 
in June and July was there a slight tightening of the :oituntion under the impact of eertain 
seasonal faetors and the Go.-ermnent issue of a  consolidation loan of Bfrs.  H 100 million, 
of which Bfrs. J  000 million had been subRc-rihed and pai!l UIJ at the encl of July when the 
issue was closed.  Including this loan, the growth of public indebtedness in the first seven 
months of the year totalled Bfrs.  \J  iOO million  (1).  aR  against Bfrs.  12 000 million for the 
eorreRponding period of HHH.  On  H Angu:-;t.  for the fifth  time in tweh-e  monthR.  the 
Banque Nationale cut Bank Rate by± 
0 w  bringing it clown to 3! uw 
·)  Outlook 
The faeton; neeountillg. in the tir:,;t  half year. for a rate of expanbion whieh war;  on 
the whole only moderate Rhoulcl  continue to govern development in the latter months of 
1  \J62.  The  possihilit~- that the growth of overall demand may ewn slacken off a  little 
is not to he ruled out. 
Exports will probabl.'· remain the dynamic factor in economic development,. eYen 
of then· rate of progreRc, should again fall off Rhghtly.  The growth of r;ale,.;  to abroad will 
be favoured lJ,V what has "o far been a relatrvely moderate iuerea,.;e in ·wage eoRts. whereas 
::;train will continue in the countries which are Belgium·,., chief c:ompetitor:o 011  international 
market:,;.  Abundant carmcity in many sectorR may al,.;o help Belgian industnes to compete 
hy enahlmg them to offer carlin delivery elates.  It  i:-; tme that the intcmational economic 
situation suggests that the inJiow  of order:-;  to  the Jueehauieal  engineering seetor from 
ahroad will once again c:low down; howewr. 1t is quite possible that thic: loss will be offset 
in other imlustrial branehes. notably in certam textiles. by continued expanRion of salec: 
to EEC'  member countnes.  l\Ioreoyer.  there wa,;  n  ,;light  increase towards the middle 
of the year in the yolume of foreign  ordt'r:,;  for the iron  and steel industry.  It is  also 
unlikely that the pre:oent upward trend of sales to the Fnitecl :State:-;  should materially 
decline in the near futur('. 
On the other hand. the slowing down of the growth of fi.arl in restment might. cont,inue 
in the coming months. de,.;pite the still favourable cleyelopment of publie inYestment, and 
might perhaps be slightly acc:entuated in  som('  :-;ector:-;  as and when the programmes in 
hand are completed.  Man)' ent,repreneun; seem tn feel that pn'sent production ca11acity 
can  meet  without  difficulty  any  normally  foreseeable  growth  of demand.  Moreover, 
foreign  inve:otors  will  henceforth  haYe  to reekon  with  the  fact that skilled  manpower 
reserYes are virtually exhausted in Belgium.  Howe\-er. keener competition on the world 
(1)  ~ot  ml'ludmg  the  Jtt('lPH;.;t•  in  til!'  L\11',.;  ""'""'!--!~ "f Trt·d~tll'!'  Bill"  a,~  a  rc~ttlt of r•·ptL,VIll<'ll1H  in 
Hnlgwn fraHl'H  ruadr·  h_v  tlt<·  Bnnk of  l':nglawl. 
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mnrknt  --with  it~ l'E'perc·HR~ion~ 011  price~ and t,Jw  pre~~ure it, exertR on profit marginR when 
production co~t,:-; n,;e- together with the manpo\W'r ;-;hortage. \rill h<' an ineentin' for ma11.v 
imhtHtrialiRtR to preHR  forwnrrl their rntiona  lization programmeR. 
ActiYity in the housing Rector will probnhly reflect a fairly Ru],~tantial reduction in 
comparison -with  196 l  in the n11mlwr of lmilcting lieences granted and of building startR. 
Though the demand for low-eo;.;t  hou~ing remains largdy 1msatisfied. the preRent supply 
of housing in certain other categories---repreRenting on the ayerage of recent years about 
fonr-fifthR of total Rnppl~-~i:-; now like!~- to exceed demand in yarious areas.  It  i:o  there-
fore prohahle that expenditure on new housing will  remain at much the :mme ]eye] as it 
reached in the last months of HHll. 
The growth of private eonsnmption should eontinue in coming months at a  rate 
cumparahle -with that of the second quarter. for which. as wa:-; noted earlier in this chapter, 
rather faRkr grcnYth was recorded in eompari8on with the first months uf the year.  How-
eyer. hecanRe of the known ;.;trueturRl  factors expansion will on the whole be relatiYely 
weak. and vvill  afford only a very mocleratP Rtimuln~ to the development of Jlroduction. 
Hou;-;ehol<l  income -will  none the leRs  increase  as  n  result of the measurE's  taken 
early in the ;.;ummer  (an almost general increase in inconws under l'liding seale arrange-
ments. higher  famil~- allowances. increRRe  in ciYil  Rervice  pay and wage rises in various 
sectors). the more 80  since the numbers in 1mid  emplo~-ment might well show a  further 
increase over the le-wl reached in the second half of l 961.  Moreover. real income has 
been favourn  bly affected from J  nl~- rtml August onwards b~- the tendene~~ for certain food 
priceR to retnrn to normal. 
In Yiew of this probable development of demand. industrial production will probably 
only slight]~- exceed in the coming months the level reached in the first half year. despite 
the np,vard trend of exports.  Imports of goods will probably still run at a high leveL but 
the growth rate will~for the full year--he RuhRtantially lower than that for exports. 
As for the generalTe81tlt8  for l 06~. there i:-;  no reason. haYing regard to recent busi-
ness trends and the prospects for the laRt monthR of the year. for any material ehange in the 
forecasts made in the quarterly suryeys early in the year.  The  annual  growth rate of 
the gros;.; national product at constant prices might re~tcb 3 %to 3.5% and the expansion 
of industrial production  :3.5  (:,;,to  J 
0 ~.  It should. however. be noted that part of thi~'< 
increment does not repreRent CXlJHllRion but is attributable to the fact that in January l ~H:i l 
production was serious!.\- affected hy strikeR. which explain,; tlw extraorclinar.\- high growth 
mte for ,Januar!~ Ul6~. 
It is unlikely that the trend"  wLid1  luwe emPrged during the year will  change 
substantially in Hl6:3.  at least during the ±irst half year.  A  slight fall-off in the rate of 
expansion i8  perhapR to be expected; all the factor,o:  m~:king for demand seem to haYe lost 
sonw of their Yigo11r.  FixPd  inYeRtment  will  grow  relatiyeJ~T  Rlowl~-,  and pri,-ate  von-
71 :-mmption  will once again mak<>  a  moderate ad''aJH'('.  Hom<ehold  ineonw i:-;  likely to ri:-;e 
owing to an increase in  minimum weekly wages now being Jwgot.iated and the progres:-;in~ 
alignment of women's pay on that for men.  It  i;;.  howeyer. improbable that the resulting 
increase in wage costs and any pay rises under thf' new social planning agreement which 
i;;  to come into force  at the beginning of next year will  suh:-;tantiaUy  affect.  the compe-
titiveness of Belgian prodnction on foreign market:-;.  The growth rate of exports should 
therefore-as in I Hfi~-exceed that of the oM1er factors of demand. lmt it would seem that 
imports. too. will continue to inerease at their relatin'ly high rate. 
The growth rate of the gross national product might once again prove to be lower 
than the average of the other EEC countries and fall short of the long-term target Ret  by 
the Belgian OoYernment. 
Although  these  pro:-;pects  should  not  cause  undue  anxiety-since  the  Belgian 
standard of living is high and full employment will probably continue-it would none the 
less seem advisable to make more vigorous efforts to stimulate expansion.  Monetary ami 
credit policy may appropriately be held on their present course. or perhaps even he shaped 
to promote more rapid expansion, and effortR for a further improvement of the situat.ion 
on the capital markets might be continued.  In addition more energetic encouragement 
might be given to the inveRtments of enterprises in  order to channel them towardt> over-
coming known structural weaknesses inhibiting growth.  It has several times been sug-
gested that recently est.ablished institutions such as the "Socif>tl· Nationale d'Investisse-
ment" can do Yaluable work in this field  : if strongly enough geared to expansion their 
action can encourage economic growth even in the short term-i.e. as part of policy for 
dealing with current developments.  Other measures to encourage investment could be 
taken. for example special depreciation allowances for machinery and other capital good::;, 
This would not be irreconcilable with plans to put the public finances on a sound footing, 
provided it does not compromise the aim of the tax reforms now under consideration. 
which is to re-adjust and increase the Government's current budget receipt;;:. 
The balance of paymentR situation places no obt-<tacles  in the way of a  continued 
policy of long-term expansion; on the other hand, the labour market may pose certain 
problems.  Training or refresher courses for  skilled workers have been in existence for 
;;:ome time, and action on the;;:e line;;: should he pre;;:scd forward and extended. 
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Pore1:gn  dernmul for  iron and steel pmducts. which hadll'eal·enerl in the last feu· 
months of 1961 and so  led  to  a drop  in industrial production.  I NIB scnrcely more 1'ig-
orous ·in  the  second  quarter than in  the  first.  8i11ce  e:rports  and mttput of iron ore 
hm·e now been  falling as  u•ell.  the slight e.rpansion sWl obserred  in  domestic  rlP11W1u{ 
was not eno11gh  to  ]Jrod1rce a f11rther appreciable 1:ncrease  in  the  generallerel of econo-
rm:c  activity.  In some sectors  the  r1rowth  of O'ld]mt  is  nlso hampered by the  shortn.ge 
of manr;mrer. 
81:nce  the  o1dlook  for  the rest of the year S1tggests that current trends are hardly 
hkely to  change.  the  real gross  national product  1nill  probably.  for  the  fi'rst  thne sincP 
790+.  he  slightly belmc that of the  J!IWi01t~ yr'ar. 
In the  present  ]Jhase  of economic acti1·ity.  which looks  W:e  continm'ng till the 
heg1:nn  of  1963,  it would appear adm:snhle  to  ·use  1chaterer  h1strmnents  of  economic 
policy are  nmilable to  gire  all  possihle  81tpport  to  econonn:c  nctirity and  prim.fe  in-
comes.  Jt  seems  appropn'atc  to  combine  tM.s  u•ith  greater  efforts  to  checl:  one-sided 
developments  in  the  econorn·ic  str·uctu.re  and to  strengtheu  r·om petitiNmess-not only 
in the iron and steel industry lmt also in the rest of the economy. 
1  .  Recent developments 
In recent  monthR  the  Luxembourg economy has  Rhown  hardly any suhRtantial 
recoYery after the Rethack it Ruffered at the end of H16l and beginning of HHl:?.  Economic 
activity haR  remained heluw the level reached a year earlier. 
Foreign demand in the second quarter was not notably different from that in the 
first.  Deliveries of iron and steel productR-which at the beginning of the year were the 
lowest Rince  1059-rose but little and remained below thoRe  of a  year earlier.  OrderR 
received from abroad for iron and Rteel products were slightly above deliveries in the firRt 
quarter but in the Reconcl  quarter there ·waR  a tendency for this situation to he reverRed. 
owing to the RlackneRs  of demand from non-member countries. and order bookR  thinned 
out again in conRequence.  Exports of iron ore had already been falling at the beginning 
of the year. and the ayerage of the figures for April-July Rhowed a still further drop. 
Domestic demand continued to grow at a moderate rate.  Fixed investment showed 
a further rise.  Falling productiYity and the unfavourable conditions still prevailing on 
world steel markets were eYident.ly leading to increased effortR  to rationalize produc·tion 
in the iron and Rteel  imluRtry and RO  to offRet the reperrnsRions of theRe factms on  profit 
73 margin,.;  a~ much a,.;  po,.;:-;j],le.  .Both  im·e:-;tment  hy  otiH•r  indu:-;trie~ in equipment good:-; 
and building achvit.v ha \'('  probably been  ri:-;ing  again. although in  the building sector the 
,VE'ar-to-~'ear growth rate (in tE'rms of tlw number of man-honrs worked) fell from  !)  0 
0  in 
the fin::t quarter to 6.:3 °  0  in the :'ieC'ond quartC'r.  Capitalmvestment by the public autho-
rit.ieR  went up m:  a  n'Rnlt  of lwaYiPr expemhtnre from the "f\pecial fund".  Despite the 
Rmaller honuse:'i  paid out hy the ,.;tE'el  imlu:-;tr.v.  tlw i11come  of thoRe  in paid employment 
ro~e a:':  a  result of tilE'  increa:-;e  in  emplo.nnent an<l  h1gher  wageR  umlE'r  collecti,,e agrE'E'-
ments.  ConsE'qnently. tlwre has heE'n a further risE' in prin.tE' expenditurE' on consumption. 
True. demand for some traditional consumer goodR was temporarily depressed by t.Jw  bad 
WE'ather. hut some recovery was apparent for a time in the dE'mand for eonsumer durables 
(motor  carR  and televiRion  :-;ets).  Jn  .July  and  Augu,.;t.  howe,'er.  car  imleR  onC'e  more 
dropped he  low the corre:-;ponding le,,el for the pre,'iou:-;  )'c~11· 
To judge from  cmTPnt  Government expenditurE'.  public consumpt.ion in the first 
half of the ~'ear ma.v well not lwYe  been aR  high  a:-;  it wa:-;  a year earlier. 
BecauRe  of the way these  Yariou, componentr: of demand were de\'eloping. there 
could not be any great ehange in  thE'  underlying treml of imhtRtrial production which had 
been ohserYecl in the winter monthR.  The :-;eaRonall~' adjuRtecl index RhowR that the level 
of production. which had fallen  in the  lnRt  quarter of lfHi l. remained more or less  the 
same in the Recond quarter aH  in the tirRt.  The rh·op in the national index compa.recl with 
i~s ]eye] of a  year earlier-when there had :-;till  lwen some  tendenc~' to expand--waR. at 
n.H  %.  greater than in the fin::t  quarter (4.S  0
0 ).  \Yhile in both the firRt  and t.he  second 
quarters of 1962 the quantity of Iron and steel produeecl was li % less than in l!Hil, t,here 
was also a definite tenclenc~' for iron ore output to decline  aR  well.  Although production 
also fell  off in the metal-proeessing induRtr~c. the :-;eeond  qnnrter Raw  :-;ome  increase in  the 
output of foodstuff:-; and non-metallic minerak 
Shortages on the lahonr market probably continued to hamper economic  activit~' 
in E:onw sectorR.  partieularl~r in some branches of RerYiceR  and in building and contracting. 
The increaRe of Rome  3  ~ 0 in the number of perRons  emplo~recl in  imlnRtr~r ancl in building 
and contracting is almost exclusiYely attributable to the recrnit<'ment of foreign workers: 
some 8 % more were emplo~ved in the ,.;econcl quarter than a year Parlier.  The difficult.ies 
experieneed on the labour market were in part due to hoarding of workers, particular]!' 
in the iron and steel industry where.  deflpite  the less  favourable trend of buRinesR  the 
numbers emplo~red remained more or less unchanged.  There has. however. heen a certain 
tendenc~r to cut down manpower in  ROmE'  sectorR,  particularly in mining. 
It appears from the way the official cost-of-liYing index in Luxembourg is moving 
that the rise in priceR-part.icularly t,hat of foodRtuffs-has not assumed the same propor-
tions as in the other countries of the Community; true. there wa8 a slight upward move-
ment in the second quarter. and this stemmed largely from the riRe  in prices for agricul-
tural products, which. however. came to a halt in the summer.  In September the general 
priee level waR  only  1  .:3  °  ~ higher than a year before. 
74 2.  Outlook 
The outlook until the em! of the year shows no signs of any noteworthy ehange in 
the economie situation. 
Exports will probably remain at more or less the :-mme ll'vel as in the first six months. 
~uc  h information as is a Yailable indicate,; that no su  bsta.ntial improyement. can be expected 
on the iron and steel market. although price:-;  for several products in this sector hardened 
during te Hummer.  NevertheleHR.  the high  lewl of adJYity  likely  to  be  experienced  in 
all the Member Rt.ates.  partieularly in building and contracting and in engineering. will 
probably keep foreign orders fiuwing in fast enough to pren·nt a further fall in output and 
eYen to make some slight im]Jl"OYement posHible.  Sales ahmad  llHt~· also receiYe something 
of a o;timulus from the entr,\" into force in early autumn of the meaRureB intended to pro-
mote ex  port,;. 
Although in,-estment in the steel industry is still subject to various elements of un-
certainty. gro,.;s fixed capital formaJ.ion in the imlu,.;tr.Y will mo:4 probably be maintained  . 
.  MoreoYer. unportant iuYestment programmes are being punmed in yarious other sectors. 
to judge for  instmwe from the heavy borrowing on  the eapital market recently by the 
Societe  l~lectriqne de !'Our.  In addit.ion. the Act of 2  June  HH12.  >vhich  iR  designed to 
,;timulate tho:-;e  form"  of inYestment which will improYe  the general structure and the 
regional  halanct:>  of the economy and thoBe  which  will  encourage economic growth. will 
provide a certain incentiYe to inye,.;t in small-scale and medium-seale industr?.  Finally. 
the steady demand for housing and the extensive public works programme-despite diffi-
culties on the labour market-sugge:,;t that activity in building and contracting is likely to 
rise once again.  Here. the recent decree granting aid to houRing for foreign workers may 
be regarded as a positive fador. 
Although conditions in the indu::;trial Hector >vilJ  still not be 1mrticularly favomable. 
the income of households may well dim  h :-;lowly.  chiefly a,.;  a reRult of improved conditions 
in the other sectors of the economy. Private consumption, however, will exert little in-
fluence on the trend of economic development,;. 
Industrial production, particularly the production of iron and steel, will probably 
continue unchanged at the level  reached  in the  first  quarter  with  not  incon::;iderable 
variations from one branch to another.  There wlll once again he a reduction in iron ore 
mining. but the effect of this on the general level of indnHtrial output might be  partly 
off:-;et by the entry into production of a number of new fac·torieR  in  other branches. 
Jndw:>trial  production for the full  year l!.lu:! may ·well  be about iJ  % lower than in 
1961.  ·while agricultural production iH  unlikely to increase, output in the service:> sector 
may well rise again.  In all probability the gro:>s 11ational product at c011:>tant prices will 
fall slightly for the fin;t time "inee  J 954.  On  top of thiH.  the chop in  export prices may 
cau:,;e  a proportionately steeper fall  in national income. 
75 A vigorom; expansion of foreign demand is not to be expected in the first months of 
l\Hi3.  Lt  iR probably too earl~' to attempt detail<•d forecasts of the Rituation on world steel 
marketR. hut it may be pre:mmed that the :mrplm: capacitieR which are depressing market:-; 
at the moment will continue to hamper the deye]opment of Luxemhourg'R iron and steel 
oi1tput.  Howeyer. export priceR  for ,;teel might Rhow  Romething of an improyement on 
the low prices in 1\Hi:?. 
Domestic demand \Ylll  probably be  marked h.v  a  further increa,;e in privak con-
,;umption.  clue  mainly to the improYemcnt of ciYil  service ,;alarieR  and possibly also of 
wages in the steel industry.  In iuwstment. in the other hand, there is little likelihood 
of a further ri,;e. 
Although the posRibilities open to those responsible for internal economic policy are 
llaturally restricted by the structure of Lux  em bomg  ':-;  economy and external trade and by 
the  Rhortage  of nutnpowcr.  tho,;e  inRtrument,s  of economic  policy  which  are  available 
Rhould nevcrtheles:-;. in view of thit~ outlook. be n:-;ecl  a:-;  t~wiftly and as extensively as pos-
sible to support eeonomic aetiYity. for ,;omething must he done to minimize the harmful 
eflect,; on dome,;tic economic adi  nty an<l total priYate ineome which Rtems from the low 
]eye] of production of inm and Rteel and iron ore.  Here. an appreciable increase in public 
expenditure might proYe  beneficial.  Expan,;ion in the other economic Rectors will need 
to be further encouraged. and in this connection greater efforts to achieve a more balanced 
pattern of business actiYity and exports and greater competitiYeness would be appropriate. 
Linked with the export driYe  already launched (Office  du Ducroire) and efforts to hoo,;t 
inYestment (Economic Exptm:-;wn Act). budget polic? could make a positive contribution 
to stepping up demand.  The same applie:-; to public investment. which it should be pos-
,;ible to step up if and \vhen this pmves necessary. 
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